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Micro-components are becoming increasingly important in many advanced 
industrial fields, because they allow manufacturers to reduce size and weight of their 
products, facilitate the integration of more functions into the given product size, and help 
to bridge the gap between macro and nano-world. Ceramic materials are getting more and 
more popular for micro-components due to their many superior material properties, such 
as high corrosion resistance, good chemical stability, high hardness and strength. Many 
engineering ceramics, such as alumina and zirconia, are virtually inert to almost all 
organic and inorganic chemicals. This makes them ideal materials for many micro-fluidic 
and medical applications, as they do not interact with, nor contaminate the process media, 
and chemically stable against most acids and alkalis. In comparison to metals and plastics, 
ceramic has a much higher hardness and strength. For example, common 99.5% 
aluminum ceramic is 730% harder than stainless steel. This offers a long-term resistance 
to both wear and possible cavitations damage. Hence, ceramics are ideally suitable for a 
wide variety of medical implant applications, from artificial joints to implantable 
 2
electronic sensors, stimulators and drug delivery devices. Figure 1-1 shows the wide 
applications of ceramic materials for miniature components in different areas, including 




Figure 1-1 Application of ceramic micro-components in different fields 
 
 
Conventionally, grinding is widely utilized to manufacture ceramic components, 
as it can provide not only high dimensional accuracy but also superior surface finish. In 
the past decade, various conventional grinding processes have also been utilized to 
manufacture ceramic micro-components. As shown in Figure 1-2, Denkena et al. (2004) 
applied end-grinding to manufacture alumina micro-guideways, and they achieved a 
20nm (Ra) surface roughness by applying ultrasonic on the grinding tool. Wu et al. 
(2006) investigated centerless grinding of micro-shaft (see Figure 1-3), and they 
successfully solved the vibration issue in clamping micro-components by applying 
ultrasonic in the workpiece supporter. Ramesh et al. (2004) studied the high speed 
grinding of micro-grooves with a thin diamond grinding wheel, and they demonstrated 
that both high material removal rate and superior surface finish (0.1~0.2µm, Ra) can be 
(a) Ceramic mini-valves, 
(MARUWA co., Ltd) 
(b) Ceramic micro fuel cell 
(Fraunhofer IKTS) 
(c) Ceramic neural electrode 












Figure 1-3 Centerless grinding of micro-shaft (Wu et al. 2006) 
 
 
Although conventional grinding has proven capable of providing high dimension 
accuracy, high material removal rate and superior surface quality in micro-machining 
ceramic components, its application is limited to simple micro-features due to the 
constraint from the large tool size. In order to overcome this challenge, various new 
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technologies have been proposed to manufacture ceramic micro-components, such as 
micro-molding, micro-blasting, laser micro-machining, ultrasonic-assisted micro-
machining and microgrinding with miniature grinding tools. 
Micro-molding is widely used to fabricate bulk shapes of ceramic micro-
components, such as micro-valves, micro heat exchangers and micro-catheters. Although 
this approach is capable of creating ceramic micro-components with complex features, it 
suffers from the shrinkage and deformation during sintering (Imasu et al., 2006). 




Figure 1-4 Micro-blasting of brittle materials (Wensink et al., 2000) 
 
 
The micro-blasting is an effective way to achieve high material removal rate in 
micro-machining of ceramic materials (Wensink et al., 2000). By selectively masking the 
workpiece surface with polymer layers, this process creates micro-geometries by blasting 
abrasive powders onto the workpiece to achieve material removal, as shown in Figure 1-4. 
(a) Mechanism of micro-blasting process (b) Micro-machined glass channels 
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The major limitation of this approach is the low machining accuracy, since it is difficult 
to precisely control the shooting direction of the abrasive particles. 
The laser micro-machining is also capable of creating complex micro-features on 
crystal, glass and ceramic materials by applying focused energy impulse (Zeng, et al. 
2004). With precision control in the ablation depth (Nikumb et al. 1997), it can achieve 
high dimensional accuracy in micro-machining. However, as laser micro-machining 
involves vaporization of ceramic materials during the material removal, it could cause 
thermal cracking, debris re-deposition and material composition change in the machining 
process. Hence, it is difficult to achieve high surface quality in laser micro-machining 
without sacrificing material removal rate (Goller et al., 1997). 
To maintain good surface finish at an acceptable material removal rate, the 
ultrasonic-assisted micro-machining has been developed to manufacture ceramic micro-
components (Zhang et al. 2006). As shown in Figure 1-5, this process excites the abrasive 
partials in the slurry to generate miniature cracks on the ceramic workpiece to achieve 
material removal. Although it can provide a high material removal rate, due to its fracture 
dominated material removal mechanism, the ultrasonic-assisted machining tends to create 
more subsurface damages than grinding (Brinksmeier et al., 1998). This is unacceptable 
for ceramic micro-components that require high strength and reliability. 
To overcome the tool size constrain in conventional grinding, the miniature tool 
based microgrinding has also been investigated in the past decade. By applying an ultra-
high spindle speed (60,000~120,000 rpm), microgrinding has proven capable producing 
mirror-like surface finish on the micro-molds for manufacturing micro-lens (Chen et al., 









Figure 1-6 Microgrinding of tungsten carbide micro-molds (Chen et al., 2005) 
 
 
In micro-machining of ceramic dental restorations, the electroplated 
microgrinding tools were widely used, and it has revolutionized the dental industry in the 
(a) Microgrinding setup (b) Microground mold insert 
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past decades by providing rapid machining of various ceramic dental inlays, outlays and 
bridges with repeatable machining quality. However, in machining high strength 
engineering ceramic materials, such as alumina and zirconia, the electroplated 
microgrinding tool will wear out quickly due to diamond pullout, as shown in Figure 1-7. 
This has hindered the broader applications of microgrinding in industry (Yin et al. 2003, 




Figure 1-7 Microgrinding by the electroplated micro-tool (Onikura et al., 2003) 
 
 
Given the short tool life in microgrinding of ceramic materials, it is crucial to 
develop the grinding tool that can last long enough for practical applications. 
Conventionally, there are four types of grinding tool, based on the different bonding 
materials, including resin-bonded, electroplated, vitrified bonded and metal-bonded. The 
resin-bonded grinding tool is relatively soft and less wear resistant. The electroplated 
grinding tool only has a single layer of diamonds, so its tool life is short in grinding high 
strength materials. The vitrified bonded grinding tool is more wear resistant, but it is very 
brittle. Hence, it is difficult to manufacture vitrified bonded microgrinding tool. The 
200 um
(a) Fresh microgrinding tool (b) Microground channel (c) Tool wear 
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metal-bonded grinding tool is most wear resistance, as it is manufactured by sintering 
metal powders and diamond abrasive together. Zhang et al. (2000) investigated 
microgrinding of alumina with the metal-bonded microgrinding tool. It was observed that 
new diamonds could protrude as the tool wears, and this could significantly improve the 
tool life in microgrinding. With this advantage, the metal-bonded microgrinding tool is 
receiving an increasing interest in manufacturing complex micro-feature on high strength 
ceramic materials, as shown in Figure 1-9. 
Therefore, by using the metal-bonded microgrinding tool, short tool life is no long 
the major concern in micro-machining of ceramic materials. To further promote the 
application of microgrinding in industrial applications and broaden the knowledge in 
micro-machining, it is important to find effective ways to predict grinding force for better 
grinding accuracy, to model the surface generation for better grinding quality and to study 
the tool wear mechanism for designing proper grinding and tool conditioning process. To 
achieve these goals, fundamental mechanism studies are needed for microgrinding of 
ceramic materials including its grinding force modeling, surface generation prediction 













Figure 1-9 Micro-feature machined by the metal-bonded microgrinding tool 
 
 
1.2 Research Framework and Objectives 
The objectives of the proposed research are to understand fundamental issues in 
microgrinding of ceramic materials with using metal-bonded microgrinding tools, 
including the grinding force modeling, the surface generation prediction and tool wear 
1 mm 
(a) Microgrinding setup (b) Microground feature on zirconia 
(a) Side view of the tool (b)Top view of the tool 
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1.2.1 Force Modeling and Prediction in Microgrinding of Ceramic Materials by 
Cohesive Zone Based Finite Element Method 
The grinding force is always one of the major focuses in the investigation and 
optimization of a grinding process, as it affects not only tool defection but also the system 
dynamics. By predicting the grinding force, the corresponding tool defection can be 
estimated in the grinding process. By compensating this tool deflection in the machining 
program, the grinding accuracy can be improved. Moreover, a grinding force model is the 
base for predicting the dynamic stability in the grinding process. With proper modeling of 
the system dynamics, excessive system vibration can be avoided in the grinding process.  
However, an accurate prediction of grinding force is very difficult, as there are 
numerous irregular abrasive cutting edges on a grinding tool, and it is almost impossible 
to accurately model their individual chip generation process in the conventional grinding. 
Moreover, the complex material removal mechanisms in grinding ceramic materials also 
add the difficulty to grinding force modeling, as it involves both ductile flow and micro-
level fracture, which are highly nonlinear processes. 
This study aims to model ceramic microgrinding by finite element analysis (FEA). 
To account for the fracture related material removal mechanism in grinding ceramic 
materials, a cohesive zone method (CZM) was implemented in the FEA simulation to 
explicitly model the chip generation process. The miniature size of the microgrinding tool 
provides a unique opportunity to capture individual diamond cutting edge geometry by 
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3D interferometer measurement. With this advantage, this study explores the feasibility 
of accurate force prediction in microgrinding of ceramic materials. Based on the detail 
diamond profile and the corresponding chip thickness, the CZM based FEA simulation 
was used to predict peak grinding force in microgrinding alumina. The simulation results 
were compared with experimental results for the selected diamond on a microgrinding 
tool at different depths of cut and feed rates. The influence of the tool stiffness on the 
force prediction was also discussed in this study. 
 
 
1.2.2 Numerical Modeling of Surface Generation in Microgrinding of Ceramic 
Materials  
The surface finish is one of the key quality indexes in the grinding process. An 
accurate prediction of surface generation can provide useful guidance for selecting proper 
grinding conditions for effective materials removal. For example, in grinding ceramic 
materials, an aggressive grinding condition can be first applied for bulk material removal; 
in the final finish stage, calculated grinding parameters can be applied to achieve the 
desired surface finish. The flexibility and reliability in applying this grinding condition 
combination is built upon the capability to predict surface generation from grinding 
parameters. 
However, surface generation is very complicated in grinding ceramic materials, 
which involves both surface chipping and ductile material flow. This study aims to 
investigate the surface generation in microgrinding of ceramic materials. Based on the 
experimental observations, we developed an analytical method to predict the overall 
surface generation in ceramic microgrinding by modeling both ductile material removal 
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and micro-level fracture. The surface generation from ductile material removal was 
simulated by the trajectory analysis based on detail abrasive cutting edge profiles. In the 
fracture mode grinding, the surface chipping depth was estimated from the fully damaged 
subsurface depth from FEA simulation. The resultant surface generation was then 
compared with surface finish measured in the experiment in various grinding conditions. 
 
 
1.2.3 Tool Wear Mechanisms in Microgrinding of Ceramic Materials 
The grinding tool wear affects both grinding force and surface generation in 
micro-machining of ceramic materials. Hence, it is desirable to understand the detail tool 
wear mechanisms in microgrinding for designing proper grinding process and tool 
conditioning operations. Conventionally, the grinding tool wear is mainly evaluated by 
the tool wear volume loss. The miniature size of the microgrinding tool enables a direct 
inspection of the tool wear mechanism in micro-machining of ceramic materials. 
With this advantage, this study aims to understand the detail tool wear 
mechanisms of the metal-bonded microgrinding tool in machining ceramic materials. 
Each diamond on the microgrinding tool was tracked in this study for their wear 
mechanism. The observed tool wear was compared with the corresponding surface 
texture in microgrinding for their specific influence. Based on the observed tool wear 
mechanism in microgrinding, the proper selection of coolant condition is discussed in this 
study. Due to the low stiffness of the microgrinding tool, the tool deflection is expected to 
have a significant influence on the process signals in microgrinding high strength ceramic 
materials. The selection of proper signals for microgrinding tool wear monitoring is also 
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discussed in this study. 
 
 
1.3 Dissertation Organization 
The remainder of the dissertation is divided into four chapters. Chapter 2 of this 
thesis investigates grinding force modeling and prediction in microgrinding ceramic 
materials by the cohesive zone method and finite element analysis. Experiments were 
performed to understand the characteristics of the microgrinding force. The influence of 
tool stiffness on the grinding force prediction was discussed. Then, the proposed grinding 
force prediction method was tested in different grinding conditions for the validation 
purpose. In chapter 3, the characteristic of the surface generation was investigated in 
microgrinding of ceramic materials. Based on these observations, a hybrid surface 
generation model was proposed for microgrinding of ceramic materials, which accounts 
for both ductile mode grinding and surface chipping effects. In chapter 4, the detail tool 
wear mechanism was investigated in microgrinding ceramic materials by tracking 
individual diamond life cycles. The corresponding surface generation and process signal 
in the tool wear process were analyzed for the tool wear influence. Dissertation summary 







FORCE MODELING AND PREDICTION IN MICROGRINDING OF CERAMIC 






In the past decade, the potential of micro-machining of ceramic materials by the 
metal-bonded microgrinding tool has been recognized. This stems from the fact that this 
microgrinding process enables a perfect combination of machining flexibility and 
acceptable tool life in micro-machining of ceramic materials. However, as the application 
of the metal-bonded microgrinding tool is relatively new, there have been very few 
existing studies on its material removal mechanism, chip generation process and force 
prediction. In the conventional grinding, many studies have been done in these areas by 
experimental and analytical methods (Law et al., 1973, Yoshikawa et al., 1968, Hecker et 
al., 2003). However, it is questionable to apply this knowledge directly to microgrinding, 
since the microgrinding tool has a much lower tool stiffness and surface speed. More 
research efforts are required to model microgrinding process for its unique characteristics. 
In this part of study, the unique characteristics in ceramic microgrinding were 
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investigated by the experiment. Based on these experimental findings, a finite element 
model, based on the cohesive zone method, is proposed to model peak grinding force in 
microgrinding of ceramic materials. By capturing the detail cutting edge profile and the 
corresponding grinding force on individual diamonds, this study explores the feasibility 
of accurate force prediction in microgrinding of ceramic materials. 
 
 
2.2 Literature Review 
Grinding force, which affects the tool deflection and the system vibration, is 
crucial for grinding accuracy and surface finish. However, an analytical modeling of 
grinding force in machining ceramic materials is difficult due to the stochastic nature in 
grinding tools as well as its complex material removal mechanisms. 
The underlying material removal mechanisms in grinding ceramic materials 
include micro-level fracture, ductile flow and possible pulverization (Marinescu et al., 
2000), as shown in Figure 2-1. The micro-level fracture is very common in grinding 
ceramic materials due to their brittle nature. It is mainly associated with the cracks, which 
are propagating within grains (Cleavage) or along the grains boundaries (Brittle 
Intergranular Fracture) (Malkin et al., 1996, Thomas, 2000). The ductile flow of ceramic 
materials often happens together with the brittle fracture in the plastic region (see 
Figure2-1) (Malkin et al., 1996). To achieve a ductile flow dominated ceramic machining, 
submicron depth of cut and high grinding wheel surface speed is required (Zhong, 2003). 
Some studies interpolated this ductile flow with energy balance between plastic 
deformation energy and surface energy in ceramic materials (Bifano et al., 1991). When 
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the grinding depth is below a critical value, the grinding energy is more likely to become 
plastic deformation energy, and this causes the ductile flow; on the other hand, when the 
depth of cut is above that critical value, the grinding energy tends to become surface 
energy and causes crack growth and eventually fracture. Pulverization refers to the 
forming of a powder layer under the ground surface due to the fracture of grains (Zhang 
et al., 1994). It often happens when the grinding depth is large. Some study shows that 
this phenomenon could be related to the Hertzain contact damage, which involves grain 




Figure 2-1 Material removal mechanisms in ceramic machining (Malkin et al., 1996) 
 
 
In conventional grinding, many studies have been done in the force modeling by 
using different approaches, including friction method, simulation method and empirical 
method (Li et al., 1980, Tonshoff et al., 1992, Brinksmeier et al., 2006). 
The friction method treats the tangential grinding force as friction force 
(Hakulinen, 1985). The ratio between tangential and normal grinding force is considered 
Grinding particle 
Lateral crack  
Median crack 
Plastic region  
b h
Potential chipping zone 
Plastic groove  
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as the friction coefficient. The specific grinding energy, which can be calibrated from the 
experiments, is needed to calculate the grinding force. This approach has been mainly 
used to predict average grinding force.  
Typical simulation methods for grinding force prediction are kinematics-geometry 
simulation, Finite element analysis (FEA) and Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulation. 
The kinematics-geometry method models the grinding force based on the chip geometry 
and cutting edge trajectory (Malkin, 1989). Its accuracy is relatively low, as it lacks the 
detail in the actual material removal mechanisms. The FEA simulation has been used to 
predict subsurface damage in grinding ceramic materials based on continuum damage 
mechanics (Liu et al., 2002). However, it is unable to model the actual chip generation 
process in grinding ceramic materials, which involves crack growth, fracture and 
fragments generation. MD simulation has been used to model the machining of brittle 
materials, such as silicon (Brinksmeier et al., 2006). However, MD simulation is very 
computationally expensive, and its modeling scale is usually below 100nm (Brinksmeier 
et al., 2006). This is much smaller than the scale of a grinding process. To solve this 
problem, some study combined FEA and MD simulation by using MD simulation for 
tool-workpiece interaction and FEA for grinding tool system deflection (Ren et al., 2007), 
but it is still only capable of modeling grinding process with submicron depth of cut. 
The empirical methods include statistical regression analysis and artificial neural 
network (Brinksmeier et al., 2006). Although they are easy to use in practice, they require 
time-consuming calibration to reduce prediction error, and their accuracy is sensitive to 
the change in the grinding condition due to their empirical nature. 
Therefore, the stochastic nature in the grinding tool as well as the complex 
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material removal mechanisms make grinding force prediction very difficult in grinding 
ceramics materials. In order to predict the grinding force from the actual material removal 
mechanisms, it is necessary to incorporate the fracture related material removal 
mechanisms in the analysis.  
Early studies in fracture mechanics began with the well-known Linear Elastic 
Fracture Mechanics (LEFM), proposed by Griffith (1920). This approach was improved 
by Irwin by considering the small plastic deformation effect during fracture process 
(Irwin 1957, Erdogan, E. 2000). Later, Rice introduced J-integral to calculate energy 
release rate in fracture (Rice, 1968), and this enabled fracture prediction from the energy 
perspective. Although these methods are widely used for predicting fracture, they model 
fracture mainly from a static perspective, and therefore, are more suitable for a “rules 
based design” than describing micro-mechanisms inherent in fracture. The cohesive zone 
method (CZM), proposed by Barenblatt (1962), overcame this limitation by assuming 
there is a micro-level traction region at the edge of cracks, and its traction determines the 
nucleation, propagation and coalescence of a crack (see Figure 2-2). By implementing 
CZM in FEA, a fracture process can be explicitly modeled by allowing elements to 
separate based on grain or sub-grain level material properties. By retaining both 
mathematical continuity and physical separation, CZM based FEA has been used to 
model failure of brittle materials under tension, bending and dynamic impacts (Warner et 
al., 2006, Zavattieri et al., 2001, Camacho et al., 1996). These early studies have proven 
that CZM based FEA can accurately simulate crack initiation, branching and fragment 
generation in general fracture process. However, few of these studies have investigated 
the reaction force on the indenter during fracture, and this is important for modeling the 
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Figure 2-2 Scheme of fracture in cohesive zone method (Camacho et al., 1996) 
 
 
This study aims to investigate force prediction in microgrinding of ceramic 
materials by CZM based FEA. The selection of CZM parameters is discussed in the 
following sections. Based on detail diamond profiles and the corresponding maximum 
chip thickness, a CZM based FEA model is constructed to simulate material removal in 
microgrinding of ceramic materials. The predicted grinding force is then compared with 
experimental results in microgrinding of alumina. 
 
 
2.3 Cohesive Zone Method Based FEA and Parameter Selection 
The traction-separation behavior in CZM is mainly characterized by its cohesive 
strength (σ), cohesive energy (Γ) and separation displacement (δ) (De Borst et al., 2003). 
Crack propagating 
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Common traction-separation profiles are exponential behavior, trapezoid behavior and 
bilinear behavior (Shet et al., 2004), as shown in Figure 2-3. The exponential behavior 
has been mainly used to model tensile failure of metallic and bi-metallic materials. The 
trapezoid behavior is suitable for modeling fracture process that involves yielding, such 
as failure of elastic-plastic materials. The bilinear model can be considered as a special 
case of the trapezoid behavior with little yielding behavior. It is often used to model 
fracture in brittle materials, such as fracture of ceramic materials due to hard impact 
(Camacho et al., 1996). Hence, in modeling microgrinding of ceramic materials, the 
bilinear behavior is selected as the traction-separation profile in the CZM based FEA 
model.  
To specify a bilinear traction-separation profile, early researchers utilized 
cohesive strength (σmax) or equivalent separation displacement (δmax), critical separation 
displacement (δc) and cohesive energy (Γ) derived from different theories. In modeling 
fracture of alumina under impact, Camacho and Ortiz proposed that maximum cohesive 
strength could be derived from pre-existing flaws that populate grains (Camacho et al., 
1996). This maximum strength, which is also referred as fracture strength (σfr), can be 







σσ ==      (2-1) 
 
Another approach to determine cohesive strength, proposed by Warner and 
Molinari (2006), is to fit macroscopic material properties from micro-level cohesive 
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strength. In their study, it was determined that the cohesive strength was around 4.2GPa 
for Alumina with a tensile strength of 1.4GPa and a compressive strength of 4.4GPa. As 
this approach requires time consuming numerical calibration, and it is difficult to verify 
in the experiment, in this study, the pre-existing flaws method is selected to calculate the 
cohesive strength. 
In addition, it is generally believed that for microstructures subjected to multi-
axial loading, there exists both tensile displacement and shear slip along grain boundaries. 
Many early studies assumed that this shear slip was hindered by the micro-level cohesive 
strength in the shear direction, and it equaled to the cohesive strength in the tensile 
direction. This assumption is mainly built upon the fact that in conventional scale, 
ceramic materials seldom exhibit shear failure under normal temperature (Warner et al., 
2006, Zavattieri et al., 2001, Camacho et al., 1996). As it is the goal of this study to 
model micro-level fracture in microgrinding of ceramic materials, the equal shear and 
tensile cohesive strength assumption is adopted.  
To determine the value of tensile and shear cohesive strength, the alumina 
workpieces are polished by 3µm and 1µm diamond abrasives for 30 minutes in sequence, 
and then they are inspected for the initial flaw dimension by a microscope after cleaned 
in ultrasonic bath, as shown in Figure 2-4. The geometry of the initial flaws is measured 
from six 300x300 µm2 surface samples by image analyzing software (Image-J). It was 
observed that average half flaw size was about 6µm. This half crack width is used in this 

























(c) Bilinear behavior  
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Figure 2-4 Initial flaws population in the ceramic workpiece after flattening 
 
 
To assess the combined influence of tensile and shear cohesive strength on 
hindering cracks from propagating, two criteria are usually used: the quadratic 
separation/strength criterion and the maximum separation/strength criterion (Zavattieri et 
al., 2001). The quadratic criterion, as shown in Equation (2-2), assesses the resultant 
separation/strength during fracture process, and it is suitable for modeling crack with 
complex branching. The maximum criterion, as shown in Equation (2-3) evaluates 
cohesive strength in every direction separately. This criterion is developed from the 






(a) Flaws populate in ceramic workpiece 
(b) Size of initial flaws 
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concept that grain boundary shear is controlled by atomic shuffling. The tensile strength 
of the grain boundary would not necessarily change shear strength, and therefore, they 
can be modeled independently (Warner et al., 2006). In the early studies, this criterion has 
been successfully applied in modeling the fracture of ceramic materials under tensile and 
dynamic impact (Zavattieri et al., 2001, Camacho et al., 1996). As the goal of this study is 
to model chip generation in microgrinding of ceramic materials, this criterion is also 




















































































































δ  (2-3) 
 
where σN, σS, σT are the tractions in the tensile, sliding and tearing directions, δN, δS, δT 
are the equivalent separation; σNmax, σSmax, σTmax are the cohesive strength in these 
directions;, and δNmax, δSmax, δTmax are the separation at the maximum cohesive strength. 
 
 
To fully specify a cohesive behavior, cohesive energy needs to be determined 
from the analysis of energy dissipation in a fracture process. Physically, fracture is a 
process during which work from external load is converted into recoverable elastic 
energy and irrecoverable dissipative energy, assuming the kinematic energy for rigid 
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body motion is very small and can be neglected (Shet et al., 2004). The irrecoverable 
dissipative energy can be further classified into plastic dissipated energy and fracture 
energy, which creates new surfaces, and some other inelastic work. By implementing 
CZM in this energy analysis, the fracture energy can be considered as the energy 
dissipated along the cohesive zone, where new surfaces are created. Assuming small 
plastic deformation, which is valid for most of brittle materials, this cohesive energy can 
be calculated by the J-integral, which is a path independent integration of strain energy 
release rate during fracture. The strain energy release rate is the energy dissipated in 
fracture per unit of newly created surface. In a more general loading case, when Modes I, 
II and III fracture are involved, the J-integral can be calculated by elastic stress-intensity 
for opening, sliding and anti-plane mixed fracture (Green, 1998), as shown in Equation 
(2-4) for plane stress. This provides an easy and reliable way for estimating cohesive 
energy for ceramic materials.  
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Early studies in applying CZM for modeling fracture of ceramic materials mainly 
focus on tensile failure. In this case, cohesive energy can be directly estimated from the 
critical J-integral (JIC), stated by Equation (2-5) for plane stress. When different fracture 
modes are involved, based on Griffith theory (or the maximum strain energy release rate 
theory), which states that resistance in material to fracture does not depend on modes 
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mixity (Suresh, et al., 1991), the total strain energy release rate can be considered the 
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The initial slope (s) in a CZM profile specifies the elastic reaction to the external 
load. When bulk elasticity is used, it is desirable to have high initial slope to minimize 
additional system deformation from cohesive bonding. Most studies suggest that an ideal 
slope, which balances accuracy and simulation stability, can be calculated from Equation 
(2-7) based on bulk elasticity (E) and the maximum element size (d) in FEA (Espinosa et 




Es 10=      (2-7) 
 
2.4 Experimental Setup 
A meso-scale grinding system is developed to conduct microgrinding, as shown in 
Figure 2-5. This system consists of four DC motor-driven linear slides, a high speed 
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electrical spindle for grinding, an electrical spindle for truing, and a mist generating 
device (COLUBRICATOR, UNIST Inc.). The DC motor-driven linear slides have a 
maximum load capacity of 133N in the traveling direction. Its positioning resolution is 
0.1μm, and its positioning error is within 1μm, calibrated by a laser interferometer. The 
run out for the grinding spindle and truing spindle is within 1μm. An oil based coolant 
(Coolube 5500) is sprayed onto the workpiece at 0.198cc/min by the mist generating 




Figure 2-5 Experimental setup for microgrinding force study 
 
 
A sintered nickel-copper bonded microgrinding tool is used in this study. Its 
diamond grit is 150, and the diamond concentration is 100. The microgrinding tool was 
trued to 850μm in diameter by a ∅7.8mm, 120 grit rotary diamond wheel. The spindle 
Legend 
 
1. Linear slides 
2. Grinding spindle 
3. Microgrinding tool 
4. Truing spindle 
5. Truing wheel 




speed for the truing wheel was set at 20,000rpm and the microgrinding tool was running 
at 20,000rpm during the truing process. Then, the end face of the microgrinding tool was 
trued when it is running at 5,000rpm to ensure end flatness. During dressing process, the 
microgrinding tool was dressed by a 220 grit size alumina dressing stick to expose the 
diamonds. A general purpose Alumina (AD94 from Coorstek) is used as workpiece in this 
study. Its material properties are summarized in Table 2-1. Before the experiment, the 
workpiece was flattened by a ∅7.8mm, 120 grit metal-bonded diamond grinding wheel at 
70,000rpm. 
 
Table 2-1 Material properties of Alumina (AD94) 
Property  
Elastic modulus [GPa] 303 
Poisson's ratio 0.21 
Density [gm/cc] 3.70 
Hardness [GPa] 11.5 
Tensile strength [MPa] 139 
Fracture toughness KIC [MPa⋅m1/2] 4-5 
 
 
2.5 Characteristics of Microgrinding 
One of the major challenges to predict force in the grinding process is to identify 
the active diamonds that involve in grinding. For a conventional grinding wheel, as it has 
numerous diamond cutting edge protrusions, it is difficult to identify the diamonds that 
contribute to material removal and grinding force. A microgrinding tool, by contrast, 
provides a unique opportunity for studying grinding force on individual diamonds. As 
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shown in Figure 2-6, detail geometrical features the diamond cutting edge, such as size 
and protrusion, can be measured by a white interferometer. The width and protrusion of 
some selected diamonds (Diamonds 1-6), are summarized in Table 2-2. The width of the 
diamond is measured by taking SEM pictures. The protrusion of the diamond is identified 
by line scan of individual diamond by the interferometer. For each interested diamond, 
line scan is repeated three times for its average protrusion.  
 
Table 2-2 Dimension of diamonds on a 150 grit microgrinding tool 
Diamond Protrusion (µm) Width (µm) Spacing Angle (°) 
1 6.4±0.2 90 83 
2 8.9±0.2 102 39 
3 9.0±0.2 90 72 
4 5.5±0.9 137 76 
5 6.4±0.1 100 45 
6 5.6±0.9 90 45 
 
 
As the purpose of this study is to investigate force prediction in microgrinding of 
ceramic materials, it is important to capture the grinding force on individual diamond 
with little interference from each other. Hence, the grinding width is fixed at 150µm, 
considering that the averaged diamond width is around 90 ~ 140µm, and in this case, 
only one layer of diamonds will be involved in grinding in radial direction, as shown in 
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Figure 2-7 Topography of microgrinding tool and corresponding force peaks  
 
 
Moreover, by matching force peaks with individual diamond protrusion 
(Diamonds 1-6, see Table 2-2) and their spacing angles (L1-L6), the force peaks on 
individual diamond can be identified, as shown in a test conducted at 7µm depth of cut, 
20,000rpm spindle speed, 60mm/min feed rate (see Figure 2-7). These force peaks are 
expected to happen when the maximum chip thickness is reached for individual diamond. 
Hence, the microgrinding force can be characterized by the force peaks, and by accurate 
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(a) Microgrinding tool and diamond spacing (b) Microground ceramic workpiece 







One major difference between microgrinding and conventional grinding lies in the 
much lower loop stiffness of a microgrinding system. This will result in a much more 
significant tool deflection during grinding high strength materials, and consequently 
causes a difference between nominal depth of cut (NDOC) and actual depth of cut 
(ADOC). To quantify this influence, an experiment is conducted to measure the loop 
stiffness of the microgrinding machine in normal direction by moving the microgrinding 
tool against a workpiece mounted on the force sensor, as shown in Figure 2-8. The 
displacement and force data are captured in this study to calculate the system loop 
stiffness. Although this test only measures the tool stiffness in the static condition, which 
could vary when tool is rotating, early study suggests this static stiffness is sufficient for 
estimating its influence on the grinding force and ADOC (Zhang, 2001). It is found that 
the microgrinding system loop stiffness in normal direction is about 0.27N/µm. This is 
much lower than the loop stiffness of conventional grinding machines (20~40N/µm) 
(Zhang, 2001).  
With such low tool stiffness, the tool deflection in microgrinding could be very 
significant. Hence, in microgrinding, the same rotating microgrinding tool is used to 
measure the ADOC by probing the ground surface after grinding, and the contacting force 
is monitored during each probing pass to determine the ADOC. As shown in Figure 2-9, 
the measured ADOC is proportional to the NDOC. This close to linear correlation is also 
verified in the study conducted by Zhang (2001) in assessing grinding tool stiffness in 
end grinding. In addition, Zhang proposed that the correlation between ADOC and 
NDOC at ith path could be calculated based on a time invariant system loop stiffness (Kl) 
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(a) Normal tool stiffness measurement 
(b) Fitting of normal tool stiffness 
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Figure 2-9 Measurement and derivation of ADOC in microgrinding 
 
 
The measured ADOC and the predicted ADOC, which is calculated from the 
average ADOC/NDOC ratio (0.43) determined at 3µm NDOC in microgrinding of 
alumina are compared in Figure 2-9. The small difference suggests that ADOC in 
microgrinding can be predicted from Equation (2-8) and treated as a derived parameter in 
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(a) Contacting force during ADOC probing 
(b) Measured and predicted ADOC  
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2.6 Cohesive Zone Method Based FEA at Maximum Chip Thickness 
As shown in Figure 2-7, microgrinding force contains periodic peaks. The time 
intervals between these force peaks are related to the diamond location that can be 
measured from the microgrinding tool topography. The peak amplitude, by contrast, is 
related to material removal, tool deflection and tool vibration. In this study, the influence 
of tool vibration is not considered in force modeling due to the limited understanding of 
dynamic chip generation in microgrinding. It is generally accepted that machining force 
reaches peak amplitude at the maximum chip thickness, so it is necessary to calculate 
these maximum chip thickness (hm) for individual diamond. A classic maximum grinding 
chip thickness model, developed by Malkin (1989), is shown in Equation (2-9), based on 
feed rate (f), width of cut (a), tool rotational speed (w), tool diameter (dS), diamond 
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Figure 2-10 Scheme of microgrinding in the experiment 





As suggested in Figure 2-6, individual diamonds on a grinding tool have their 
protrusion, width, side angle and front angle. Their corresponding chip profile can, 
therefore, be more accurately modeled as a parallelogram considering diamond side angle 




Figure 2-11 Maximum chip thickness profile in microgrinding 
Moreover, as a consistent tool deflection was observed in the experiment based on 
NDOC and measured ADOC, it is reasonable to assume that this tool deflection effect is 
consistent during grinding and contributes to grinding force. The peak grinding force can, 
therefore, be considered as a linear combination of tool deflection force and machining 
force, as stated in Equation (2-10). 
 
deflectiongrindingpeak FFF +=     
lgrindingpeak kADOCNDOCFF )( −+=    (2-10) 
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The FEA configuration based on the profile of Diamond 3 (see Figure 2-6) is 
shown in Figure 2-12. The ceramic workpiece is composed of layers of sub-domains with 
an inclined angle equals to the diamond side angle. The thickness of top layer equals to 
the maximum chip thickness, and they are bonded to the base materials. The reaction 
force at bottom is summed for the grinding force. Variation is also applied to the shape of 
sub-domains to reflect actual chip profile. These variations follow a uniform distribution 
of half maximum chip thickness. Their CZM properties are calculated based on Equations 
(2-1, 2-6, 2-7) and workpiece material properties, as summarized in Table 2-3. The CZM 
based FEA model is implemented in a commercial FEA software ABAQUS. Four nodes 
linear tetrahedron is selected as the element for meshing sub-domains in ceramic 
materials, as shown in Figure 2-12(b). The mesh size is set below 0.8µm. 
 
 
Table 2-3 Summary of CZM parameters 
Parameters   
Maximum mesh size [µm] 0.8 
Initial stiffness [GPa/mm] 3787500 
Half-width of crack [µm] 6 
Micro-level Cohesive strength [GPa] 1.04  
Maximum displacement [µm] 0.000274 





Figure 2-12 CZM based FEA model for single diamond ceramic machining 
 
 
(a) CZM based FEA configuration 
(b) Meshed FEA model 
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In order to achieve accurate force prediction from CZM based FEA in 
microgrinding, it is necessary to determine the proper friction coefficient that reflects the 
possible adhesion, abrasion and asperity deformation in micro-scale diamond-ceramic 
contacting. In machining ceramic material, this friction coefficient is usually determined 
by the tangential-normal force ratio in single diamond grinding (Cai et al., 2002). This 
experimental approach is also adopted in our study. The peak tangential-normal force 
ratios on different diamonds (D2 and D3 in Figure 2-6) in different grinding conditions 
are collected in the microgrinding process. As shown in Figure 2-13, average tangential-
normal force ratio is around 0.3. This ratio is used to approximate the friction coefficient 








































2.7 Simulation and Experimental Results 
The force prediction is conducted for Diamond 3 (see Figure 2-6) in 
microgrinding of alumina at different NDOC by the CZM based FEA. The machining 
parameters and the corresponding maximum chip thickness are summarized in Table 2-4.  
 
Table 2-4 Machining parameters for microgrinding of ceramic materials 
Parameters  
NDOC [µm] 3, 5, 7 
ADOC [µm] 1.3, 2.3, 3.3 
Feed rate [mm/min] 60 
Tool Radius [µm] 425 
Spindle Speed [rpm] 20000 
Max Chip thickness [µm] 0.32 
Side angle  [°] 21 
Width of the Chip [µm] 3.7, 6.5, 9.3 
 
 
The FEA simulations are shown in Figures 2-14, 2-15 and 2-16 for NDOC of 3, 5 
and 7µm. The generation of ceramic chips is observed in these simulations, and this 
represents the material removal due to fracture. 
The normal and tangential forces from the base of the ceramic workpiece are 
collected in the simulation. It is observed that both normal and tangential forces 
experience an increasing period and then become relatively stable. The average values of 
their stable regions are used for calculating normal and tangential grinding force. Three 
FEA simulation trials were performed for each grinding condition, and grinding force 
results are summarized in Table 2-5. Slightly different simulation force results were 
observed for a same grinding condition, and this is due to the variation assigned to 
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individual sub-domains. Their average values are then used to predict the grinding force 
in normal and tangential directions. The cross section view of cutting process is plotted in 
Figures 2-14, 2-15 and 2-16. It is observed that peak stress happens on the ceramic chips 
under the cutting edge. For small NDOC, peak stress is around 150GPa, but it can reach 
350GPa for large depth of cut. The peak grinding force is calculated based on the linear 
combination of machining force from FEA and the tool deflection introduced force based 
on Equation (2-10), as shown in Table 2-5. 
 
 
Table 2-5 Summary of normal force results at different depths of cut 
NDOC 
(µm) 
Normal force from FEA (N) Normal force from 
Deflection (N) 
Total normal 
direction force (N) Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 
3 0.21 0.22 0.23 0.45 0.68±0.01 
5 0.43 0.39 0.39 0.72 1.17±0.02 





Figure 2-14 Simulation of ceramic microgrinding at 3µm NDOC, 60mm/min feed 




































Von Misses (Pa) 
(a) Simulation of cutting process 
(b) Normal force from simulation 
(c) Tangential force from simulation 
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Figure 2-15 Simulation of ceramic microgrinding at 5µm NDOC, 60mm/min feed 





































Von Misses (Pa) 
(a) Simulation of cutting process 
(b) Normal force from simulation 
(c) Tangential force from simulation 
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Figure 2-16 Simulation of ceramic microgrinding at 7µm NDOC, 60mm/min feed 





































Von Misses (Pa) 
(a) Simulation of cutting process 
(b) Normal force from simulation 
(c) Tangential force from simulation 
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Figure 2-17 Measured grinding force at 60mm/min feed rate at different NDOC 
 
 
To verify the simulation results, experiments are conducted at different NDOC, as 
shown in Figures 2-17. The peak force on Diamond 3 is captured based on diamond 
spacing angle and its protrusion. The averaged peak force of ten tool revolutions is 
compared with simulation results at different NDOC. As shown in Figure 2-18, the 
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(f) Tangential force at 7µm NDOC 
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(a) Normal force at 5µm NDOC (b) Tangential force at 5µm NDOC 
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observed at large depth of cut. This could be resulted from the increasing tool vibration at 
large depth of cut. 
The predicted tangential grinding force is also compared with experimental results, 
as shown in Figure 2-18(b). The predicted tangential force follows a similar increasing 
trend as the experimental results, but there is always an underestimation of tangential 
force at different NDOC. It is expected that in actual microgrinding process, tool 
deflection, chipping clogging and other friction related factors have all contributed to 
tangential force in material removal. However, these factors are not considered in the 
current CZM based FEA.  
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 To further assess the feasibility of force prediction in microgrinding of ceramic 
materials, the CZM based FEA simulation is conducted at different feed rates for 
Diamond 3, as summarized in Table 2-6. The ADOC is measured three times in the 
experiment by probing the rotating tool towards the ground surface, and it is observed 
that high feed rate reduces the ADOC, but its influence is relatively small. The simulation 
results are shown in Figures 2-15, 2-19 and 2-20. Higher stress is observed in higher feed 
rate, which is about 200GPa. The normal grinding force, which consists of force from 
cutting process and force from tool deflection is calculated in Table 2-7.  
 
 
Table 2-6 Chip thickness in microgrinding at different feed rates (Diamond 3) 
Feed rate  
(mm/min) 
Maximum chip thickness (µm), at 5µm 
NDOC, 20000rpm 
Measured ADOC (µm) 
30 0.17 2.3±0.5 
60 0.32 2.3±0.5 
90 0.49 2.0±0.5 
 
 
Table 2-7 Summary of normal force results at different feed rates 
Feed rate 
(mm/min) 
Normal Force FEA (N) Normal force 
 deflection (N) 
Total normal direction 
force (N) Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 
30 0.15 0.15 0.12 0.72 0.86±0.02 
60 0.43 0.39 0.39 0.72 1.12±0.02 






Figure 2-19 Simulation of ceramic microgrinding at 5µm NDOC, 30mm/min feed 



































Von Misses (Pa) 
(a) Simulation of cutting process 
(b) Normal force from simulation 
(c) Tangential force from simulation 
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Figure 2-20 Simulation of ceramic microgrinding at 5µm NDOC, 90mm/min feed 




































Von Misses (Pa) 
(a) Simulation of cutting process 
(b) Normal force from simulation 
(c) Tangential force from simulation 
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The microgrinding experiments are also conducted at different feed rates, as 
shown in Figure 2-21. Grinding force on Diamond 3 is also collected in this study, and 
compared with simulation results, as shown in Figure 2-22. It is observed that at small 
feed rate, the predicted normal grinding force matches well with the experimental results, 
while at high feed rate, relatively large error is observed. This could also be related to the 
increasing dynamic effects at high feed rate in experimental results, which has not been 
considered in the FEA model. In addition, it is observed that for tangential force, the 
simulation results follow a similar increasing trend as the experimental results. However, 
in magnitude, simulation results always underestimate tangential force. This could be 
related to the complex actual diamond-ceramic contacting condition, in which, tool 
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(a) Normal force at 30mm/min (b) Tangential force at 30mm/min 
(c) Normal force at 90mm/min (d) Tangential force at 90mm/min 
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2.8 Analysis of Prediction Error 
 As shown in Figures 2-18 and 2-22, the proposed CZM based FEA 
underestimates tangential force in microgrinding. It is expected that in addition to 
ceramic cutting, which is modeled by CZM based FEA, tool deflection, chip clogging 
and process vibration all contribute to the resistance in tangential direction in 
microgrinding. Based on the measured ADOC in microgrinding, the tool deflection 
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(b) Tangential grinding force 
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can be assumed that the tool deflection also increases the friction, as shown in Equation 
(2-11). The friction coefficient (µ), measured from tangential-normal force ratio (see 
Figure 2-13), is used to calculate the additional tangential resistance. As shown in Figure 
2-23, by considering the friction introduced by both cutting and tool deflection, the error 
between actual grinding force and calculated tangential grinding force is significantly 
reduced. 
 
lgrindingpeak kADOCNDOCFF )(tan_tan_ −+= μ    (2-11) 
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2.9 Conclusion 
This study investigates force prediction in microgrinding of ceramic materials by 
CZM based FEA. Based on actual diamond profiles and the corresponding maximum 
chip profile, a CZM based FEA model is constructed to model grinding force peak in 
microgrinding of ceramic materials. The effect of tool deflection is also considered in 
force prediction in microgrinding. The predicted grinding is compared with the 
experimental measurement at different depths of cut and feed rates. It is observed that the 
predicted normal force matches well with the experimental results, but there are 
consistent underestimations in tangential grinding force from pure CZM based FEA 
simulation. However, these prediction errors can be minimized by considering the 
kinematic friction introduced by tool deflection effect. In addition, it is observed that the 
predicted normal force is always smaller than the experimental result at high depth of cut 
and feed rate. This could be related to the increasing dynamic effect in the experiment. 
Hence, the proposed CZM based FEA is suitable for predicting force peaks in 
microgrinding of ceramic materials, and by considering the tool deflection effect, 










NUMERICAL MODELING OF SURFACE GENERATION IN MICROGRINDING 




The surface generation, which is composed of surface integrity, surface texture 
and roughness, is one of the key indexes in assessing the quality of a ground component. 
The capability to model surface generation in microgrinding will not only benefit the 
selection of proper grinding conditions for effective material removal, but also improve 
the reliability of the ground components by achieving high surface quality. Since 
microgrinding of ceramic materials is a relatively new process, few existing studies have 
investigated its surface generation and modeling approach. Many studies have been done 
in surface roughness prediction in conventional grinding by considering the effect of tool 
topography, grinding parameters and initial workpiece surface (Tonshoff et al., 1992), but 
few of them are applicable to microgrinding, due to the difference in tool stiffness, 
surface speed, system vibration and material removal mechanism. This part of study aims 
to investigate the characteristics of surface generation in microgrinding of ceramic 
materials. Based on the experimental observation, this study explores the feasibility of 
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accurate surface roughness prediction in microgrinding of ceramic materials based on 
detail material removal mechanisms. 
 
 
3.2 Literature Review 
Many studies have been done in modeling surface finish in conventional grinding 
in the past. In early study, the empirical or semi-empirical methods were mainly utilized 
to predict surface roughness in grinding by considering the effects of the grinding tool 
topography, workpiece material properties and grinding parameters (Tonshoff et al., 
1992). Although these models are relatively easy to use in practice, they require time 
consuming experimental calibration to ensure the accuracy. As the grinding condition 
varies, these models need re-calibration due to their empirical nature. This has posted a 
need to analytically model the surface generation in grinding based on the detail material 
removal mechanisms. 
The attempts to analytically model the surface finish in grinding process were 
initiated by the effort to characterize the actual grinding tool topography from direct 
stylus measurement. Based on the actual tool profile, various numerical approaches, such 
as cutting edge trajectory analysis (Law et al. 1973), Monte-Carlo simulation (Yoshikawa 
et al., 1968) and statistical derivation (Hecker et al., 2003), have been utilized to model 
surface generation in grinding process. Although these approaches have improved the 
surface roughness prediction accuracy in grinding metallic materials, they are not suitable 
for modeling surface chipping/crack in grinding ceramic materials (Malkin, 1989), which 
are resulted from the brittle nature of ceramic materials. In practice, surface chipping will 
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affect not only surface finish indexes, such as arithmetic average surface roughness (Ra) 
and root mean squared surface roughness (Rq), but also have an impact on the strength of 
the ground parts. Hence, it is crucial to incorporate their influence in modeling surface 
finish in grinding ceramic materials. 
The surface chipping has always been recognized as the major factors that affect 
surface generation in grinding ceramic materials in both ductile mode and fracture mode 
grinding. As shown in Figure 3-1(a), when the grinding is conducted in fracture mode, 
the ground surface is composed of surface chipping regions as well as ductile regions, 
where visible cutting marks can be observed (Zhou et al. 2002). These surface chippings 
are related to micro-level fracture in the grinding process, which involves grain cleavage 
and inter-granular fracture. In a ductile mode dominant grinding, surface chippings are 
related to the inherent flaws in the workpiece, and they limit the best surface quality that 
can be achieved in the grinding process (Zarudi et al., 2000), as shown in Figure 3-1(b). 
In the past, the surface chipping has been mainly investigated by moving indentation 
experiment. In these studies, it was observed that cracks generated in micro-level fracture 
can be classified into: median/radial cracks and lateral cracks (Lawn et al, 1980, Marshall 
et al., 1982). The median/radial cracks are produced inside workpiece, while the lateral 
cracks will branch onto the workpiece surface and cause surface chipping. In order to 
predict the surface chipping, Bifano et al. (1991) proposed a critical depth of cut for 
surface chipping initiation based on the energy balance between machining energy, 
surface energy and plastic deformation energy. However, as this approach mainly focuses 
on the initiation of surface chippings instead of their profile, a direct application of this 
method for surface roughness modeling is difficult. By measuring the total surface 
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chipping areas and average chipping depth with 3D interferometer, it has been found that 




Figure 3-1 Generation of surface chipping in grinding ceramic 
 
 
By recognizing the importance of surface chipping on surface finish in grinding, it 
is desirable to predict their dimension for modeling overall surface roughness. However, 
this is very difficult in the grinding, not only due to complex material removal 
mechanisms, but also resulted from the challenge to profile the numerous irregular 
diamonds on a conventional grinding tool. The microgrinding tool provides a unique 
opportunity for studying this problem. As there are much less diamonds on a 
microgrinding tool, individual diamond profile can be accurately captured by 3D profile 
measurement, such as the white light interferometer. This reduces the error of assuming 
all diamonds follow a same spherical or pyramid shape. With this advantage, this study 
will explore modeling of surface finish in microgrinding of ceramic materials based on 
actual diamond profile and detail material removal mechanisms. 
(a)Fracture mode grinding (Zhou et al, 2002) (b) Ductile mode grinding (Zarudi et al., 2000) 
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3.3 Experimental Setup and Pretest 
A meso-scale grinding system is developed to conduct microgrinding in this study, 
as shown in Figure 3-2. Its accuracy, load capacity and maximum spindle speed have 




Figure 3-2 Microgrinding experimental setup 
 
 
A sintered nickel-copper bonded microgrinding tool is used in this study (see 
Figure 3-3). Its diamond grit is 240, and the diamond concentration is 100. The 
microgrinding tool was trued to 850μm in diameter by a ∅7.8mm, 120 grit rotary 
diamond wheel. The spindle speed for the truing wheel was set at 20,000rpm and the 
microgrinding tool was running at 60,000rpm during truing process. Then, the end face of 
the microgrinding tool was trued at 5,000rpm to ensure end flatness. During dressing 
process, the microgrinding tool was dressed by a 220 grit alumina dressing stick to 
expose diamonds. Alumina (AD94 from Coorstek) is selected as workpiece in this study, 
Legend 
 
1. Linear slides 
2. Grinding spindle 
3. Microgrinding tool 
4. Truing spindle 
5. Truing wheel 




and its material properties are summarized in Table 2-1 in the previous section (2.4). 
Before the microgrinding experiment, the workpiece was flattened by a ∅7.8mm, 120 
grit metal-bonded diamond grinding wheel at 70,000rpm. During the experiment, straight 
slots are ground on the Alumina workpiece, as shown in Figure 3-3(b). These slots are 




Figure 3-3 Microgrinding tool and end-grinding configuration 
 
 
In order to determine a proper methodology for modeling surface finish in 
microgrinding of ceramic materials, the surface of the ground Alumina workpiece is 
inspected by a scanning electron microscope. The sample Alumina workpiece is ground 
at 2μm depth of cut, 90mm/min feed rate, 60,000rpm spindle speed and the total grinding 
depth is 24μm. As shown in Figure 3-4, the ground ceramic surface is composed of 
surface chipping region and ductile flow region. In the ductile flow region, there are 
visible cutting marks generated from cutting edge trajectories. The topography of the 
ground surface is inspected by a white light interferometer. As shown in Figure 3-4, 
surface chipping has caused the major deviation in the surface profile. This indicates that 
(a) Top view of the microgrinding tool 
200μm 6.35 mm 
(b) Microgrinding configuration in end model 
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it is necessary to model surface generation from both ductile flow mode grinding and 
fracture mode grinding, which causes the surface chipping. 
 
 
Figure 3-4 Fracture and ductile regions on a microground alumina workpiece 
 
 
3.4 Modeling of Surface Chipping in Microgrinding Ceramics 
3.4.1 CZM based FEA for modeling fracture related material removal mechanism 
As surface chippings are mainly generated in micro-level fracture in 
microgrinding, it is necessary to model these micro-level fractures for predicting surface 
chipping. However, since fractures are highly nonlinear processes (Zarudi et al., 2000, 
Brinksmeier et al., 2006, Griffith, 1920), they are difficult to predict by pure analytical 
methods. In the past, some numerical approaches have been proposed for modeling 
material removal in machining brittle materials. For example, Molecular Dynamic (MD) 
simulation has been used to model chip generation in machining of silicon and ceramic 
materials (Erdogan, 2000, Ren et al., 2007). However, due to the high computation cost 
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(a) Microground surface (b) Detail surface texture (c) 3D profile of the microground surface 
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of MD simulation (Ren et al., 2007), its length scale is usually limited to 100nm, and this 
is insufficient for modeling the surface generation in grinding process. FEA simulation 
has also been investigated for modeling grinding process. As FEA is built on the 
existence of field equations or stiffness matrix for a continuous media, it could have 
singularity issues in modeling fracture without predefined cracks. To overcome this 
problem, Continuum Damage Mechanics is developed for modeling material degradation 
in machining ceramic materials (Liu et al., 2002). However, as actual chip generation is 
not considered in this approach, it is not suitable for modeling surface generation. In 
order to achieve an explicit modeling of fracture, cohesive zone method (CZM), proposed 
by Barenblatt, has been applied in FEA to model the failure of brittle materials under 
tension, bending and impact (Barenblatt, 1962, Camacho et al., 1996, De Borst et al., 
2003, Shet et al., 2004, Warner et al., 2006). The CZM assumes that there exists a micro-
level traction region at the edge of cracks, and its traction determines nucleation, 
propagation and coalescence of a crack (Liu et al., 2002) (see Figure 3-5). By retaining 
both mathematical continuity and physical separation, CZM based FEA can model crack 
initiation, branch and fragment generation by allowing elements to separate based on 
grain or sub-grain level material properties. Hence, it is suitable for modeling micro-level 








Characterized by different traction-separation profile, CZM based FEA are 
classified into: exponential behavior, trapezoid behavior and bilinear behavior (Shet et al., 
2004). The exponential behavior is suitable for modeling tensile failure of metallic and 
bi-metallic materials. The trapezoid behavior is designed to model fracture involving 
yielding, such as failure of elastic-plastic materials. The bilinear behavior is a special case 
of trapezoid behavior by allowing little material yielding (see Figure 3-5(b)). It is mainly 
used to model fracture of brittle materials (Shet et al., 2004). Hence, it is selected for 
modeling micro-level fracture in microgrinding of ceramic materials. To specify a 
bilinear CZM, early researchers proposed utilizing cohesive strength (σmax) or equivalent 
separation displacement (δmax), critical separation displacement (δc) and cohesive energy 
(Γ) derived from different theories. To determine these cohesive parameters, Warner and 
Molinari (2006) proposed a numerical calibration technique, in which macro-level 
material properties are fitted from micro-level cohesive strength by CZM based FEA. 
Although it can provide a reasonablely accurate estimation, it requires time-consuming 
calculation and experimental verification. A more direct approach, proposed by Camacho 
Crack propagating 
σ 
δ δc δmax 
σmax 
Γ 
(a) Scheme of fracture in CZM (b) Bilinear cohesive behavior 
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and Ortiz, is to derive cohesive parameters from pre-existing flaws that populate in grains 
(Camacho et al., 1996). In their assumption, the mathematically derived cohesive strength 
in CZM essentially is the fracture strength (σfr) in ceramic workpiece that prevents crack 
from propagation. Hence, it can be calculated from fracture toughness (KIC) and collinear 
cracks/flaws of half-width (a0), stated in Equation (3-1).  
Moreover, it is assumed that the shear cohesive strength is close to tensile 
cohesive strength in the micro-scale in this approach. This assumption is derived from the 
fact that in conventional scale, ceramic materials mainly exhibit tensile failure instead of 
shear failure under normal temperature (Griffith, 1920). By further adapting the concept 
that grain boundary shear motion is controlled by atomic shuffling, and tensile strength of 
the grain boundary would not necessarily change shear strength, the combined influence 
of cohesive tensile and shear strength can be assessed in an independent manner (Warner 
et al., 2006), as stated in Equation (3-2). The initial slope (s) determines the response of 
cohesive traction to external loading. In early studies, it is found that a high initial slope 
could cause converging issue in CZM based FEA (Zavattieri et al., 2001, Espinosa et al., 
2003), while a low initial slope will introduce extra deformation in cohesive bonding. For 
balance, a semi-empirical value, as shown in Equation (3-3), based on bulk elasticity (E) 
and maximum finite element size (d), is usually used for initial slope in CZM based FEA 
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Different from cohesive strength, which specifies the initiation of material 
degradation, cohesive energy characterizes the total damage that a cohesive bonding can 
undertake before failure. Based on energy dissipation analysis, fracture is a process 
during which external work is converted into recoverable elastic energy and irrecoverable 
dissipative energy, assuming small kinematics energy due to rigid body motion (Warner 
et al., 2006). The irrecoverable energy is mainly dissipated in plastic deformation, 
fracture and other inelastic work. For ceramic materials, assuming a negligible plastic 
deformation, the irrecoverable energy that dissipates in cohesive zone is equal to the 
cohesive energy. Hence, cohesive energy can be calculated by J-integral, which is a path 
independent integration of strain energy release rates during fracture (Rice, 1968). Based 
on Griffith theory (or the maximum strain energy release rate theory), resistance in 
material to fracture initiation does not depend on the fracture modes mixity (Green, 1998), 
the total strain energy release rates in a general fracture process, which consists of Mode I, 
II and III fracture, can be calculated from the energy in pure mode I fracture (Green, 1998, 
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3.4.2 Configuration of CZM based FEA for ceramic microgrinding 
 In order to model material removal due to micro-level fracture in microgrinding 
by CZM based FEA, it is important to develop a proper FEA model which characterizes 
the microgrinding tool. As shown in Figure 3-6, individual diamonds on the 
microgrinding tool are measured by the 3D white light interferometer. As the diamonds 
on the outer region of a grinding tool are responsible for most of material removal in end 
grinding, it is reasonable to assume that most chip generation is conducted by these 
diamonds. Their protrusions, spacing angles (α) and cutting edge angles (β) are measured 
by line-scan, as summarized in Table 3-1. Each measurement is repeated three times for 
the average value. As shown in Table 3-1, the variation in diamond protrusion and cutting 
edge angle is much smaller than the spacing angle. This indicates that it is proper to 
characterize diamond profile with average protrusion and cutting edge angle, while using 
measured value for spacing angles. Based on these diamond profiles and locations, detail 
chip load can be calculated for individual diamond from grinding parameters. As shown 
in Figure 3-7, during a fully engaged end grinding process, chip load reaches maximum 
value when diamonds are rotating to the middle of ground surface, and the actual chip 




Figure 3-6 Microgrinding tool, topography and diamond cutting edge profile 
 
 
Table 3-1 Dimension of diamonds on a microgrinding tool 
Diamond Protrusion (µm) Cutting edge angle β (°) Spacing angle α (°) 
1 15.2±1.1 26.7±3.1 50 
2 15.7±0.9 30.3±2.2 13 
3 11.0±0.9 28.7±4.6 18 
4 10.8±0.3 31.2±2.1 37 
5 11.1±0.1 24.1±1.5 51 
6 10.1±0.2 33.4±1.3 27 
7 10.5±0.3 39.9±2.6 12 
8 10.7±0.6 27.0±2.3 40 
9 8.6±0.7 25.6±1.8 40 
10 14.4±0.2 26.7±1.6 15 
11 13.4±0.3 45.2±2.1 35 
12 6.8±0.3 41.9±3.7 22 
Average  11.5 31.9 30 








































Scanning length [µm] 
Cutting edge 
(a) Microgrinding tool (b) 3D tool topography (c) Line-scan of Diamond 2 
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Figure 3-7 Scheme of microgrinding process and corresponding chip load. 
 
 
As shown in Figure 3-7, actual chip load in microgrinding is characterized by 
diamond cutting edge angle, feed per revolution and depth of cut. One major concern in 
microgrinding lies in its much lower tool stiffness. This will result in tool deflection in 
grinding high strength ceramic materials. In end grinding, the correlation between actual 
depth of cut (ADOC) and nominal depth of cut (NDOC) at ith pass is proposed by Zhang 
et al. (2001), based on time invariant system loop stiffness (Kl) and cutting stiffness (KW), 
as shown in Equation (3-5). Our experimental study demonstrated that typical 
microgrinding system loop stiffness is around 0.269N/µm, and cutting stiffness is around 
0.471N/µm. Based on these values, the ADOC is expected to be close to NODC as the 
microgrinding tool machine deep into the workpiece at a consistent depth of cut and feed 
rate. As calculated by Equation (3-5), after grinding twelve grinding passes, the 
difference between ADOC and NDOC is smaller than 1%. 
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 (3-5)(Zhang et al., 2001) 
 
 
To validate this analysis, the actual grinding depth in the microgrinding was 
measured by probing the ground surface with the same microgrinding tool, as shown in 
Figure 3-8. Before microgrinding, the initial surface was measured by monitoring the 
contacting force through probing. Before the grinding operation, the microgrinding tool is 
gauged against a fixed location for the possible tool wear, and this probing was repeated 
for three times for the average value. As shown in Figure 3-8(c), when the microgrinding 
tool grinds deep into the workpiece, the increase in the actual total depth of cut equals to 
the nominal increase. This suggests that the ADOC at the last several passes equals to the 
NDOC. 
Hence, the microgrinding operation is conducted for twelve passes in the 
experimental study in this paper. The NDOC can, therefore, be directly used in CZM 
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17th probing at 1 µm step 
16th probing at 1 µm step 
15th probing at 1 µm step 
14th probing at 1 µm step 
Time (seconds) 
(a) Microgrinding, tool wear gauging and surface probing for the actual 
(b) Contacting force in the probing for 2 µm ADOC, 90 mm/min after 10 passes 
(c) Measured ADOC at 2 µm and 6 µm NDOC, 90 mm/min after 10 passes and 12 passes 
Probing for ADOC 
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Based on the maximum grinding chip profile, the CZM based FEA configuration 
is developed for individual diamond in microgrinding of ceramic materials, as shown in 
Figure. 3-9. The CZM based FEA model is composed of a diamond cutter and a ceramic 
workpiece. The measured average diamond cutting angle is used for the diamond cutter, 
and its width is the same as the calculated chip width. The ceramic workpiece consists of 
cohesive FEA region and regular FEA region. The major material removal takes place in 
the cohesive FEA region, and it is composed of layers of sub-domains. These sub-
domains are 1.3µm x 1.3µm x 1.3µm in dimension, and they are bonded together by the 
designed cohesive properties. The regular FEA regions are bonded to cohesive FEA on 
the side, and they are constrained by the fixed boundary. The CZM based FEA is 
implemented in a commercial FEA software ABAQUS. Four nodes linear tetrahedron is 
selected as element for meshing the ceramic workpiece, and the maximum mesh size is 








Diamond cutting edge 
Ceramic 
Cutting edge angle 
Chip thickness 
Chip width 
CZM FEA region 
Regular FEA region Regular FEA region 
(a) FEA configuration (b) Mesh and boundary condition 
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3.4.3 Prediction of surface chipping from CZM based FEA 
Different from single diamond moving indentation, in which surface chipping is 
directly related to the specific diamond that conducts cutting, grinding involves surface 
generation from multiple diamonds. Therefore, surface chipping is a more cumulative 
process, in which subsurface damage from one diamond trajectory could become surface 
chipping in an afterward trajectory from another diamond. Moreover, early 
micromachining study has also suggested that there is variation in material properties in 
micro-scale due to the presence of inherent flaws, dislocations and difference in grain 
direction (Vogler et al., 2003). Thus, surface chipping in microgrinding is related to the 
localized initial flaws as well as the trajectories from multiple diamonds. To quantify 
variations in initial flaws, Alumina workpiece is inspected for the ceramography, as 
shown in Figure 3-10. Because the Alumina workpiece is flattened by a 120 grit grinding 
wheel in the flattening procedure in the experiment, in order to reflect its influence on the 
ceramography, typical superfine grit grinding for the ceramography preparation is not 
employed. The flattened Alumina is polished by 3µm and 1µm diamond grits for 30 
minutes respectively, and it is cleaned by ultrasonic bath for 1 hour. As shown in Figure 
3-10(a), there is a relatively high flaw density, which is resulted from flattening process. 
The surface flaws on the polished surface are counted and measured in six 150µm x 
150µm surface samples. The distribution of the half flaw size is shown in Figure 3-10(b). 
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(a) Polished surface after flatting process 
(b) Half flaw size distribution 
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By characterizing surface flaws in detail, it is possible to assess their influence in 
surface generation in CZM based FEA by applying different levels of cohesive strength. 
As summarized in Table 3-2, the cohesive strength and its corresponding critical cohesive 
displacement is calculated for different flaw size ranging from 1µm to 18µm. These 
parameters are then implemented in simulation for Diamond 1 (see Table 3-1) at 
90mm/min feed rate, 60,000rpm spindle speed and 4µm depth of cut. In the simulation, 
subsurface damage is calculated based on the level of degradation at each cohesive 
bonding. The bonding damage level ranges from 0 to 1, which represents no degradation 
to fully damaged.  
 
Table 3-2 Summary of CZM Parameters 
Parameters   
Maximum mesh size [µm] 0.8 
Initial stiffness [GPa/mm] 3787500 
Half-width of crack [µm] 1, 6, 12, 18 
Micro-level Cohesive strength [GPa] 2.54, 1.04, 0.73, 0.52 
Maximum displacement [mm] 6.71e-7, 2.74e-7, 1.94e-7, 1.58e-7 
Fracture Energy [J/m2] 66.8 
Feed rate [mm/min] 90 
Depth of cut [µm] 4 
Spindle speed [rpm] 60,000 
 
 
As shown in Figure 3-11, subsurface damage spreads into the ceramic workpiece 
due to material removal, similar to the experimental observation in moving indentation 
study (Marshall, 1984). Underneath the diamond-ceramic contacting boundary, there is a 
fully damaged subsurface region, and it is most likely to become surface chipping, 
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considering an accumulation of trajectories of multiple diamonds afterwards. Therefore, 
the depth of this fully damaged subsurface region is treated as the possible surface 
chipping depth in this study. This fully damaged subsurface depth is measured when the 
designed grinding chip has been removed from the workpiece, as shown in Figure 3-11, 
and a larger initial flaw promotes more aggressive subsurface damage in the workpiece. 
By contrast, when initial flaw is small, grinding will barely cause any subsurface damage 
due to the higher cohesive strength, and the microgrinding is likely in ductile flow mode. 
This shows that there exists a critical flaw size which distinguishes ductile flow grinding 
from fracture mode grinding. When the workpiece has an inherent flaw smaller than this 
critical value, the workpiece is so strong that it only has little subsurface damage. 
However, when the initial flaw goes beyond this critical value, it will behave much more 
fragile and produces chippings. By estimating this critical flaw size from FEA simulation, 
in the case when it only produces a negligible subsurface damage depth, the surface 
generation in microgrinding can be selectively modeled in ductile flow mode or fracture 
model based on the localized initial flaw in different size. The complex surface 
generation in microgrinding is, therefore, simplified to surface generation in ductile mode 




Figure 3-11 Effect of flaw sizes on surface damage depth at 4µm depth of cut, 








(a) Surface damage at 1µm half flaw size  
(b) Surface damage at 6µm half flaw size  
(c) Surface damage at 12µm half flaw size  
(d) Surface damage at 18µm half flaw size  
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3.5 Surface Generation in Different Grinding Modes 
3.5.1 Surface generation in ductile flow mode grinding 
The trajectory analysis has been mainly utilized in modeling surface generation 
in metallic grinding process, in which grinding is assumed effective material removal, 
and surface generation is mainly determined by grinding wheel topography and grinding 
parameters. This assumption is also adopted in this study for modeling surface generation 
in ductile flow mode microgrinding of ceramic materials. A typical trajectory analysis 
involves grinding tool topography modeling, numerical simulation and surface finish 
evaluation. The grinding tool topography modeling is to extract the key geometry profiles 
of the grinding tool that has impact on the surface generation. Early studies assume the 
cutting edges are in a cone or pyramid shape, and they follow a uniform distribution on 
the grinding wheel (Malkin, 1989). Based on the measured diamond profile in Table 3-1, 
Diamonds 1, 2 and 10 have higher protrusion than others, and they are more important 
than other diamonds for the surface generation in the ductile flow mode grinding. The 
trajectory analysis is performed for these diamonds at 4μm depth of cut at different feed 
rates at 60,000 spindle speed as shown in Figure 3-12. The simulated arithmetic average 
surface roughness (Ra) is much smaller than the experimental result, as shown in Figure 
3-12(d). This suggests the pure trajectory analysis is insufficient for surface roughness 






Figure 3-12 Simulated surface generation in microgrinding 
 
 
3.5.2 Calibration of possible surface chipping depth with initial flaw size 
 In order to determine the correlation between surface chipping depths with the 
initial flaw size, CZM based FEA is performed at different feed rates and depths of cut 
for the fully damaged subsurface depth. The Diamond 1 is selected in this calibration, as 
it undertakes high chip load due to its above average protrusion and spacing angle. It is 
expected to cause deeper subsurface damage than other diamonds during one tool rotation. 
The corresponding chip profiles are calculated for different grinding conditions as 
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(a) Feed rate: 30 mm/min (b) Feed rate: 30 mm/min 
(c) Feed rate: 90 mm/min (d) Experimental and simulated surface roughness 
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Table 3-3 Maximum chip load on Diamond 1 
Depth of cut [µm] Feed rate [mm/min] Chip width [µm] Chip thickness  [µm] 
2 90 3.11 0.19 
4 90 6.23 0.19 
6 90 9.34 0.19 
4 30 6.23 0.06 
4 60 6.23 0.13 
 
 
The CZM based FEA is performed for four levels of cohesive strength with 
initial flaw size of 1, 6, 12 and 18µm. The detail cohesive parameters are summarized in 
Table 3-2. The fully damaged subsurface depth is measured at same simulation time point 
when designed chip load is removed, as summarized in Figure 3-13. The detail CZM 
based FEA simulation for different grinding conditions are shown in Figures 3-11, 3-14, 
3-15, 3-16 and 3-17. As suggested in Figure 3-13, larger depth of cut and higher feed rate 
will increase fully damaged subsurface depth. When the half initial flaw size is small, the 
fully damaged subsurface depth will approach zero. By fitting the correlation between 
fully damaged subsurface depth and half initial flaw size with a second order polynomial, 
it can be inferred that there is a critical half flaw size (CR), at which the fully damaged 
subsurface depth is zero. These critical half flaw sizes are calculated for each grinding 





Figure 3-13 Effect of initial flaw sizes on fully damaged subsurface depth 
 
 
Table 3-4 Fitted coefficients for the second-order polynomials 
Depth of cut  
[µm] 
Feed rate  
[mm/min] 
A B C 
Critical half flaw size 
[µm] 
2 90 0.006 0.2916 -0.0753 0.27 
4 90 0.0016 0.2273 -0.0551 0.24 
6 90 0.0014 0.1655 -0.1287 0.77 
4 30 -0.0015 0.1870 -0.0366 0.20 
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(a) Effect of depth of cut 
(b) Effect of feed rate 
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Figure 3-14 Effect of flaw sizes on subsurface damage depth at 6µm depth of cut, 







(a) Surface damage at 1µm half flaw size  
(b) Surface damage at 6µm half flaw size  
(c) Surface damage at 12µm half flaw size  
(d) Surface damage at 18µm half flaw size  
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Figure 3-15 Effect of flaw sizes on subsurface damage depth at 2µm depth of cut, 







(a) Surface damage at 1µm half flaw size  
(b) Surface damage at 6µm half flaw size  
(c) Surface damage at 12µm half flaw size  
(d) Surface damage at 18µm half flaw size  
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Figure 3-16 Effect of flaw sizes on subsurface damage depth at 4µm depth of cut, 







(a) Surface damage at 1µm half flaw size  
(b) Surface damage at 6µm half flaw size  
(c) Surface damage at 12µm half flaw size  
(d) Surface damage at 18µm half flaw size  
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Figure 3-17 Effect of flaw sizes on subsurface damage depth at 4µm depth of cut, 







(a) Surface damage at 1µm half flaw size  
(b) Surface damage at 6µm half flaw size  
(c) Surface damage at 12µm half flaw size  
(d) Surface damage at 18µm half flaw size  
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3.6 Resultant Surface Generation and Experimental Verification 
3.6.1 Methodology for resultant surface generation 
To construct the resultant surface profile in microgrinding of ceramic materials, 
surface generation from both ductile flow mode grinding and micro-level fracture mode 
grinding is considered. The flow chart for this simulation procedure is shown in Figure 3-
18. At beginning, the initial half flaw distribution is generated based on the fitted Weibull 
distribution from measurement. Individual half flaw is compared with the critical flaw 
size (CR). If it is smaller than the critical flaw size, the grinding is conducted in ductile 
flow mode. The surface profile is calculated from pure trajectory analysis as shown in 
Figure 3-12. If the statistically generated flaw size is larger than the critical flaw size, it is 
assumed the grinding is conducted in fracture mode, and the fully damaged subsurface 
depth is taken for the surface chipping depth. The simulated surface profile from ductile 
flow mode trajectory and surface chipping is combined for final surface profile.  
As there are multiple diamonds on a grinding tool, in trajectory analysis, 
diamonds that have higher protrusion are considered for surface generation. In fracture 
mode grinding, surface chipping is assumed to be an accumulated result from multiple 
diamonds, and the maximum fully damaged depth in one tool rotation is used.  
 Therefore, the major difference between the proposed surface chipping 
prediction from critical flaw size and the surface chipping prediction from critical depth 
of cut in Bifano’s (1991) study lies in that this study assumes that size variation of the 
initial flaw in the workpiece determines the happening of the surface chipping at that 
particular location, while Bifano assumed that as long as the depth of cut is large enough, 
it will always cause surface chipping. The approach proposed in this study is more 
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chipping location focused, while Bifano’s method focuses on whether chipping will 




Figure 3-18 Flow chart for numerical simulation for surface profile generation 
 
 
3.6.2 Comparison of experimental and simulation results 
 The simulated surface profiles are compared with experimental results for 
different grinding conditions, as shown in Figure 3-19. The ground surface profile is 
measured by a Taylor-Hobson surface profilometer (Talysurf 50). The measurement is 
repeated for four times for average surface roughness. The actual surface profile is shown 
in Figure 3-19(a, c, e) for different grinding depths of cut at 90mm/min feed rate and 
60,000rpm spindle speed. The corresponding simulated surface profile is shown in Figure 
3-19(b, d, and f). As suggested by the measured surface profile, surface chipping depth 
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which predicted surface chipping depth increases with the depth of cut. This also 
indicates the assumption that fully damaged subsurface depth determines surface 




Figure 3-19 Comparison of surface profile in experiment and simulation at 
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(e) Surface profile in experiment at 6µm NDOC (f) Surface profile in simulation at 6µm NDOC 
(c) Surface profile in experiment at 4µm NDOC (d) Surface profile in simulation at 4µm NDOC 
(a) Surface profile in experiment at 2µm NDOC (b) Surface profile in simulation at 2µm NDOC 
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Figure 3-20 Surface finish index in simulation and experimental results at different 
depths of cut at 90mm/min and 60,000rpm 
 
 
The surface finish index: arithmetic average surface roughness (Ra) and root 
mean squared surface roughness (Rq) are also compared between experimental and 
simulated results, as shown in Figure 3-20. It is observed that the predicted arithmetic 
average surface roughness matches well the experimental result, while the prediction 
error in root mean squared surface roughness is relatively high. This could be attributed 
to the difference in these two surface roughness indexes. The arithmetic average surface 
roughness reflects the expected value of the surface profile, which is mainly influenced 
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roughness is more a measurement of the magnitude of variation in surface profile. As 
shown in Figure 3-19, the actual surface profile is noisier than the simulated surface 
profile. This could be related to the vibration in actual grinding process, which increases 




Figure 3-21 Comparison of surface profile in experiment and simulation at 4μm 
depth of cut, 60,000rpm at different feed rates 
 
 
The simulated surface profiles are also compared with experimental result for 
different feed rates at 4μm depth of cut and 60,000rpm spindle speed. The corresponding 
experimental and simulation results are shown in Figures 3-19 (c, d) and 3-21. Similar 
surface chipping depth is also observed in the experimental and simulation results, which 
increases with feed rate. The predicted arithmetic average surface roughness (Ra) also 
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the prediction error is relatively significant at high feed rate, while good match is 
observed at low feed rate: 30mm/min. This could be attributed to the low grinding 
vibration at low feed rate, as reflected in the smooth surface in Figure 3-21(a). This 
suggested that vibration in the grinding process could be the main error source for the 




Figure 3-22 Surface finish index in simulation and experimental results at different 
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(a) Arithmetic average surface roughness (Ra)   
(b) Root mean squared surface roughness (Rq) 
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3.7 Conclusion 
In conclusion, this study investigates the modeling of surface generation in 
microgrinding of ceramic materials based on CZM based FEA. From the observation of 
ground surface texture in microgrinding, it is proposed to construct the surface generation 
in microgrinding based on trajectory analysis in ductile flow mode grinding and surface 
chipping depth in fracture mode grinding. The trajectory analysis is conducted based on 
the actual diamond protrusion on the microgrinding tool; while the surface chipping 
depth is predicted from the fully damaged subsurface depth in CZM based FEA, 
considering the flaw variation in the actual ceramic workpiece. By conducting CZM 
based FEA modeling for individual diamond, it is observed that there exists a critical flaw 
size beyond which no significant surface damage will be introduced into the workpiece 
for a specific grinding condition. This critical flaw value is used to distinguish the ductile 
flow mode grinding and fracture mode grinding in the surface generation. The predicted 
surface profiles are compared with the actual surface profile at different grinding 
conditions. It is observed that the predicted arithmetic average surface roughness matches 
well with the experimental result, while the error in predicting root mean squared surface 
roughness is relatively large. This could be attributed to the vibration in grinding process, 
which introduces more variation in surface profile at high feed rate. At small feed rate, 
when process vibration is not significant, good matching is observed in both arithmetic 













The significance of grinding tool wear is closely related to the precision 
requirement and the specific type of the grinding tool used in the process. In 
microgrinding, the influence of tool wear is expected to be significant, as it requires a 
high grinding precision to manufacture the micro-component. Moreover, as a 
microgrinding tool is small in profile and contains a small amount of abrasive cutting 
edges, its grinding performance could be easily affected by the tool topography change 
due to tool wear. Therefore, the grinding tool wear is not only an issue of manufacturing 
cost, but also one of the key limiting factors in achieving high grinding quality, including 
grinding accuracy and surface finish, in manufacture of ceramic micro-components. 
In the past, many tool wear studies have been done in various conventional 
grinding processes for the tool wear mechanism, effects and status monitoring (Tao et al., 
1997, Li et al., 1997, Li et al., 1996). However, a typical microgrinding tool is smaller 
than one millimeter in diameter, and its surface speed is very small (about 2m/s) in 
comparison to the conventional grinding (30 ~ 60 m/s). Therefore, it is questionable to 
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apply the knowledge gained in the conventional grinding directly to the microgrinding. 
This study aims to study the tool wear in microgrinding of ceramic materials. By 
tracking individual diamond life cycles on a microgrinding tool, this study investigates 
the detail tool wear mechanisms in microgrinding of ceramic materials. By examining the 
surface generations in the tool wear process, the specific influences of the tool wear 
mechanisms are discussed in microgrinding. Based on these findings, the selection of 
proper coolant condition is discussed for tool life improvement in microgrinding. By 
analyzing the various process signals in microgrinding, including grinding force, grinding 
system vibration, acoustic emission signals and spindle load, this study also investigates 
the proper process signal selection for microgrinding tool wear monitoring. 
 
 
4.2 Literature Review 
The wear process of the grinding tool is very complex, as it usually involves both 
tool volume loss and the dulling of the abrasive grains, which is more a micro-level 
topography change than tool profile change. Therefore, it is important to understand the 
detail tool wear mechanisms to design a grinding process for the desired tool life and 
grinding quality. 
It is generally accepted that there are three main tool wear mechanisms in the 
grinding process: attrition wear, abrasive grain fracture and bonding fracture (Malkin, 
1989, Shaw, 1996). As shown in Figure 4-1(B), attrition wear refers to the dulling of the 
abrasive grains and the growth of wear-flats. Depending on the workpiece materials, the 
coolant condition and the tool properties, the attrition wear could involve both chemical 
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and mechanical interactions. Chemical effects are more dominant when the abrasive grain 
is much harder than the workpiece material, and they tend to occur at an elevated 
temperature in the grinding zone among the workpiece material, the abrasive grains, the 
surrounding atmosphere and the grinding fluid for coolant (Malkin, 1989). For abrasive 
grains that are made of diamonds, the attrition wear can be initiated by thermal load 
during grinding, which will result in diamond graphitization (Marinescu et al., 1998). 
Aside from the thermal and chemical effects, high mechanical impacts will also promote 








The abrasive grain fracture usually happens when they are undertaken high 
mechanical impacts. For diamond abrasive grains, these mechanical impacts will fracture 
the grain and form a secondary cutting edge (Figure 4-1(E)). Some diamonds are 
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relatively rigid and shaped like blocks. In this case, under a high mechanical impact, they 
might only partially fracture and create several smaller cutting edges (Figure 4-1(D)).  
The fracture of the bonding material can cause the pullout of the abrasive grain 
(Figure 4-1(C)), it occurs when the grinding force on the abrasive grains is larger than the 
retention force provided by the bonding material, which is also related to the abrasive 
grain size, the particular bonding materials and the tool preparation process. For example, 
as the abrasive grains are more fragile with large grit size, bonding fracture is more likely 
to happen to the fine-grit grinding tool. Some studies suggested that bonding fractures are 
likely to happen in the initial grinding process, and this is mainly caused by mechanical 
damage introduced in the bonding materials during the tool conditioning process 
(Marinescu et al., 1998). As the grinding process becomes stable, the bonding fracture 
can also happen due to the different wear rates in the bonding materials and abrasive 
grains. When the bonding material wears faster than the abrasive grains, the abrasive 
grains tend to protrude higher and higher as the tool wears. Eventually, there are 
insufficient bonding materials to hold the abrasive grain, and the bonding fracture will 
happen and cause the abrasive pullout (Chen et al, 1998). 
In order to determine the grinding tool wear mechanism, various techniques, 
including the direct inspection, the imprint technique (Liao et al., 2000) and the grinding 
debris analysis (Malkin, 1989), have been developed for the conventional grinding 
process. The direct inspection technique requires taking the microscope picture of the tool 
topography. By comparing the abrasive cutting edge profile change, it can determine the 
detail tool wear mechanism in the grinding process, but its efficiency is low when a large 
amount of abrasive grains requires inspection. The imprint technique captures the 
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grinding tool profile by pressing the grinding tool against a soft metal sheet, such as lead 
(Liao et al., 2000). By comparing the imprints at different tool wear stages, the grinding 
tool wear mechanism can be identified. However, as an indirect technique, the accuracy 
of the imprint could be influenced by several factors in the grinding tool, such as the 
porosity of the bonding material, the adhered grinding debris and the size of abrasive 
grains. Therefore, this imprint technique is more suitable for grinding tools with large grit 
size. The grinding debris analysis can identify the grinding tool wear mechanism by 
studying the composition in the grinding debris. This approach is developed based on the 
fact that the grinding debris are made of workpiece materials, abrasive grains and 
bonding materials, and their composition can approximately reflect the dominant tool 
wear mechanism (Malkin, 1989). However, it is difficult to apply this approach to 
microgrinding, as it only produces a very small amount of grinding debris.  
Therefore, the direct inspection is most suitable for studying the microgrinding 
tool wear mechanism. Thanks to its small tool profile, all the abrasive grains on a 
microgrinding tool can be easily measured by a two-dimensional microscope or a three-
dimensional white light interferometer. This enables a close tracking of individual 
abrasive grain wear process for the tool wear mechanisms. By using a similar approach, 
early studies on microgrinding tool wear have identified that the diamond pullout is the 
dominant tool wear mechanism for the electroplated microgrinding tool (Yin et al. 2003, 
Onikura et al. 2003). However, very few studies have investigated the tool wear 
mechanism of the metal-bonded microgrinding tool. As it has diamond mix inside, its 
tool wear process is expected to be different from the electroplated microgrinding tool 
due to the possible diamond protrusions. 
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In addition, as a new manufacturing process, very few studies have been done to 
explore the patterns of the process signals in microgrinding of ceramic materials, which 
are important for the tool wear monitoring in the practical application. In the past, various 
process signals have been investigated in the grinding process for tool wear monitoring, 
such as grinding force (Kwak et al., 2004), spindle load (Byrne et al., 1995), acoustic 
emission (AE) (Hwang et al., 2000), sound (Hosokawa et al., 2004) and structure 
vibration (Lezanski, 2001). Among these process signals, grinding force is always 
considered as the most important one for indirect and continuous monitoring of the 
grinding tool wear, as it generally increases monotonically as the tool wears. Spindle load 
signal has also been used for grinding tool wear monitoring, because the specific grinding 
energy will increase as the tool wears, the tool wear status can be monitored based on the 
spindle load, although it might have a low-pass filter characteristic due to the inert 
masses in a grinding system (Byrne et al., 1995). AE signal is widely used in tool 
condition monitoring for its fast response and high sensitivity. By attaching AE sensors 
directly onto the grinding tools, some studies indicate that it is possible to characterize 
the grinding tool profile change in the tool preparation process (Karpuschewski et al. 
2000). However, despite these many studies in conventional grinding, the understanding 
of the process signals patterns is very limited in the microgrinding tool wear. To fulfill 
these gaps, it is necessary to conduct a comprehensive study in both tool wear mechanism 





4.3 Microgrinding Tool Wear Mechanism 
4.3.1 Experimental procedure 
A meso-scale grinding system, as shown in Figure 2-5, is used to conduct the 
microgrinding tool wear study. Its positioning accuracy, load capacity and spindle runout 
have been discussed in detail in the previous section (2.4). MgO partially stabilized 
Zirconia was used as the workpiece in the tool wear study. Its material properties are 
summarized in Table 4-1. Before the experiments, the zirconia workpiece was flattened 
by a ∅7.8 mm, 120 grit size metal-bonded diamond wheels at 70,000rpm. 
 
 









In the experiment, a series of micro-channels, which are 6.5mm in length, 
0.85mm in width and 20μm in total depth, were ground onto the ceramic workpieces at 
2μm depth of cut, 10mm/min feed rate and 60,000rpm spindle speed. At selected 
intervals, the microgrinding tool was inspected by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 
for the topography change. The surface roughness of the ground channels were measured 
by a white light interferometer in a sample surface of 1.5 × 0.3mm2. The measurements 
Property  
Elastic modulus [GPa] 200 
Poisson's ratio 0.30 
Hardness [GPa] 11.8 
Tensile strength [MPa] 410 
Fracture toughness KIC [MPa⋅m1/2] 8 -11 
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were repeated at three different locations in each channel for the average value. 
 
 
4.3.2 Life cycle of diamonds in microgrinding 
As shown in Figure 4-2, the detail diamond wear mechanisms can be identified 
by comparing the diamond profile changes at different tool wear stages. Different wear 
mechanisms, including diamond fracture, attrition wear, bonding material erosion and 
fracture, were observed in microgrinding of ceramic materials. Due to the end grinding 




Figure 4-2 Comparison of the diamond profile for the detail tool wear mechanism 
300 μm 
Attrition wear 
Diamond fracture  




(b) After grinding seven channel
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To quantify the different tool wear mechanisms in microgrinding, the wear 
mechanisms of every diamond were tracked and counted in the grinding process. As 
shown in Figures 4-2 and 4-3, diamonds could experience different wear mechanisms 
through their life cycles. For example, Diamond A first fractured at the corner after 
grinding two channels. Then, attrition wear caused some flat area. After grinding thirteen 
channels, it fractured again. After grinding nineteen channels, both the attrition wear and 
the fracture regions are visible on the diamond. However, Diamond B and D have only 
experienced attrition wear, and Diamond C mainly experienced fracture. Based on these 
observations, the tool wear mechanisms in microgrinding were grouped into attrition 
wear, fracture, attrition and fracture combined wear and diamond pullout.  
 
 






    
D 
        
Figure 4-3 Life cycles of the diamonds in microgrinding 
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The total amounts of the diamonds worn out for different mechanisms at selected 
tool wear stages are shown in Figure 4-4. During the initial tool wear stage (channel 1), 
the microgrinding tool mainly experienced the diamond pullout. This could be related to 
the weakening of bonding materials during truing and dressing operations. After this 
period, diamond fracture increases (during channels 2~5). After this transition stage, the 
tool wear became relatively stable, and the attrition wear becomes the dominant wear 
mechanism. By further conducting microgrinding with the worn-out tool, it was observed 
that the total amount of diamonds increased. This was caused by protrusion of fresh 
diamonds when bonding materials were eroded away. Cumulatively, about 20% 
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Different from the side grinding process, in which the tool wear across the 
grinding tool is always uniform, the tool wear in end grinding is often non-uniform, since 
the surface speed varies from the tool center to its edge. To explore this regional effect in 
microgrinding, the diamonds are grouped into inner and outer region ones by half of the 
tool radius. The composition of the tool wear mechanisms are as shown in Figure 4-5. It 
can be observed that there are more diamond fractures in the outer region than the inner 
region. As these diamonds were responsible for cutting majority of the material, they are 
expected to take a higher mechanical impact. By contrast, the attrition wear is more 
dominant in the inner region. It is expected that these diamond were involved more in 
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4.3.3 Influence of tool wear on the surface finish 
The surface finish is the key quality index in grinding, and it is usually closely 
related to tool wear status (Malkin, 1989). In this study, the changes in surface generation 
were inspected by SEM and a white light interferometer, as shown in Figure 4-6. As the 
dominant tool wear mechanism varies in microgrinding, ground surface texture also 
changes correspondingly. During the initial tool wear stage (channels 1~5), clear cutting 
trajectories with a large spacing are observed on the ground surface, and this suggested a 
relative effective material removal and sharpness of the diamonds. As the tool wears, 
finer cutting trajectories were observed on the ground surface (channel 9). This could be 
related to the increasing diamond fracture, which has produced many fine secondary 
cutting edges. When the tool got further worn out (channels 13-15), more surface damage 
were observed on the ground surface. This is related to the dominant attrition wear on the 
microgrinding tool, which has caused a much ineffective material removal. By 
conducting microgrinding with the worn out tool, it was observed that surface fracture 
decreases as tool wears, and this is related to the new diamonds protrusion on the 
microgrinding tool, which has improved material removal.  
The surface roughness (Ra) of the micro-channels is measured by a white light 
interferometer as shown in Figures 4-7. During the initial tool wear stage, it was observed 
that surface roughness is decreasing, and this could be related to increasing fine cutting 
edges on the microgrinding tool due to diamond fracture. As tool got severely worn out 
due to attrition wear, surface roughness increased sharply. This could be related the 
surface fracture from ineffective material removal, and it promotes the generation of 
surface fracture. As more fresh diamonds protruded, surface roughness decreased due to 
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the improved material removal. Through this tool wear study, it was revealed the actual 
tool wear mechanism has a direct influence on the surface quality in microgrinding. The 
diamond fracture tends to improve surface finish in microgrinding, while attrition wear 
will increase surface damage and result in poor surface finish.  
 
 
Figure 4-6 Variation of surface texture as the tool wears in microgrinding 
(a) 1st channel (b) 5th channel 
(c) 9th channel (d)13th channel 
(e) 15th channel (f) 19th channel 
50 μm 50 μm
50 μm 50 μm
50 μm 50 μm
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Figure 4-7 Surface roughness of the micro-channels as the tool wears 
 
 
4.3.4 Influence of coolant on microgrinding tool wear 
Based on the observed tool wear mechanism in the microgrinding, it is 
interesting to know how the coolant conditions could affect its tool wear. Most grinding 
fluids can be categorized as cutting oils and soluble oils. Cutting oils for grinding are 
mineral-oil-based fluids with additions of fatty materials for lubrications and wettability, 
and sulfur and/or chlorine for wear reduction. Soluble oils are water-based fluids 
contained oil emulsions and some ingredients which may include fatty materials, soaps, 
chloride for lubrication, surfactants for wetting and rust inhibitors. In the conventional 
grinding process, cutting oils are generally found to be better lubricants than soluble oils, 
as evidenced by higher G-ratio. Early studies suggested that this could be related to 
presence of water in the soluble oils, which have an adverse effect on the strength of the 
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fluids (Malkin, 1989). However, the water based soluble oils has the advantage of control 
temperature in the grinding process, which would not only reduce the thermal damage in 
the workpiece but also the possible attrition wear at an elevated temperature.  
In order to determine the proper coolant condition for microgrinding of ceramic 
materials, different coolant conditions, including water coolant, cutting oil coolant and 
soluble oil coolant (8% oil in water), were applied to the microgrinding. To assess their 
influence on the tool wear, the microgrinding tool profile was imprinted by grinding a 
flattened plastic plate before and after the grinding operation (as shown in Figure 4-8). 
These imprint profiles are then measured by a profilometer for the actual tool wear. The 
grinding was conducted at 3μm depth of cut, 30mm/min feed rate and 60,000rpm spindle 




Figure 4-8 Experimental procedure for measuring microgrinding tool wear 
 
 
By comparing the tool profile changes in different coolant condition (Figures 4-
9~4-11), it can be observed the water coolant and soluble oil coolant can reduce the tool 




wear in microgrinding of ceramic materials. This could be related to the better cooling 
effects provided by the water based coolant in microgrinding, which has hindered the 




Figure 4-9 Microgrinding tool wear with water coolant 
 
 
Figure 4-10 Microgrinding tool wear with cutting oil coolant 
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4.4 Patterns of Process Signals in Microgrinding 
4.4.1 Collection of process signals 
In order to understand the patterns of the process signals in microgrinding of 
ceramic materials, the grinding force, the grinding system vibration, the AE signals and 
the spindle load were monitored by a dynamometer, two accelerometers, an AE sensor 
and a spindle load meter in the tool wear process, as shown in Figure 4-12(a). The 
dynamometer (Kistler 9256C1) has a threshold value of 0.002N. Two accelerometers 
(PCB ICP-typed 352 A21) are used to measure vibrations on the workpiece and the 
fixture. Their working frequency is 1~10,000Hz. The spindle load meter is integrated 
inside the spindle controller (NSK NE147-800). A Physical Acoustics Corp. AE sensor 
(Micro80) is used to collect the AE signal on the workpiece. Its working frequency is 
170~1,000KHz, and the AE signal is collected at 5MHz sampling rate by the oscilloscope. 
The grinding force, the spindle load, the acceleration on the workpiece and the fixture are 
sampled at 17,500Hz.  
A series of micro-channels were ground onto one single workpiece, as shown in 
Figure 4-12(b). The microgrinding was conducted at 3μm depth of cut, 30mm/min feed 
rate and 60,000rpm spindle speed. Seven grinding passes were applied to each micro-
channel for a total depth of cut of 21μm. As the microgrinding tool wears, it is expected 
these micro-channel will decrease in the actual depth of cut, not only due to tool profile 
change, suggested by Figure 4-13, but also because of the increasing grinding force, 
which will cause more tool deflection. The actual grinding depths were measured by a 
white light interferometer at 0.1nm vertical resolution and 0.825µm horizontal resolution. 
As shown in Figure 4-14, the micro-channels become shallower due to the tool wear.  
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(a) Tool before grinding (b) Tool after grinding in 11th channel 
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4.4.2 Process signals in a microgrinding tool wear process 
As shown in Figure 4-15, in addition to the tool wear influence, the grinding force 
will also increase as the microgrinding tool machines deep into the workpiece. This is 
related to the low tool stiffness in microgrinding, which causes a significant tool 
deflection. As the tool grinds deeper into workpiece, these tool deflections accumulated 
and added to the actual depth of cut, and consequently, increases the grinding force. This 
increasing trend, which is caused by both tool wear and tool deflection, is also observed 
in the average and root mean square (RMS) value of the grinding force in normal, feed 




Figure 4-15 Normal forces signals in microgrinding 
 
 
(a) Force signal in 1st channel (b) Force signal in 11th channel 


























Figure 4-16 Statistical values of force signals vs. material removal 
 
 
The average and root mean square (RMS) values of the workpiece and fixture 
vibration, AE signals and spindle load are also analyzed in this tool wear study, as shown 
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the time domain, and they follow a similar increasing trend as the grinding force. 
Different from conventional grinding, the spindle load in microgrinding only displays 
small deviation as tool wears. This is mainly due to the small scale of microgrinding, 
which only consumes a very small amount of grinding energy. Hence, the major 
characteristic of the process signals in microgrinding lies in its low tool stiffness, which 
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4.5 Conclusion 
This study investigates the tool wear mechanism in microgrinding of ceramic 
materials with metal-bonded microgrinding tools. By tracking the wear process of every 
diamond on a microgrinding tool, it was observed that individual diamonds would 
experience different wear mechanisms through their life cycles, and these wear 
mechanisms have a specific influence on the surface generation. By applying different 
types of coolants, it was observed that water based coolant can reduce tool wear in the 
microgrinding. This could be related to the better cooling effect of the water based 
coolant, which hinders the attrition wear. By monitoring the various process signals in 
microgrinding, it was observed that both tool wear and tool deflection have influences on 








SUMMARY AND CONTRIBUTIONS 
 
5.1 Summary 
This research contributes to the understanding of ceramic microgrinding process, 




5.1.1 Force Modeling and Prediction in Microgrinding of Ceramic Materials by 
Cohesive Zone Based Finite Element Method 
Grinding force is crucial for the grinding accuracy and surface generation in the 
microgrinding process. Based on the cohesive zone finite element analysis, this study 
investigates grinding force modeling and prediction in microgrinding of ceramic 
materials. The chip generation is explicitly simulated in this study based on actual 
diamond profiles. The predicted grinding force matches well with the experimental result 
at different depths of cut and feed rates. It was observed that the low microgrinding tool 





5.1.2 Numerical Modeling of Surface Generation in Microgrinding of Ceramic 
Materials 
The numerical simulation of surface generation is investigated in microgrinding 
of ceramic materials. Surface generation from both ductile grinding and surface chipping 
is modeled in this process. The surface generation from ductile mode grinding is modeled 
by trajectory analysis. The surface generation from surface chipping is estimated from the 
subsurface damage depth in microgrinding from cohesive zone based FEA simulation. 
The simulation result matches well with the experimental result at different feed rates and 
depths of cut. Relatively large prediction error is observed in root mean squared surface 
roughness. This could be related to vibration in grinding process at high feed rate.  
 
 
5.1.3 Tool Wear Mechanism in Microgrinding of Ceramic Materials 
The microgrinding tool wear mechanism was investigated in this study. Each 
diamond on a microgrinding tool was tracked in this study to understand the detail wear 
mechanisms. As the microgrinding tool wore out, it was observed that different wear 
mechanisms were involved in the tool life cycle, and they have specific influences on the 
surface generation. At initial tool wear stage, it was observed that the diamond fracture is 
significant. During the steady wear process, it was observed that attrition wear is more 
dominant. By applying water-based coolant, the tool wear can be reduced in 
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microgrinding of ceramic materials. In addition, it was observed that low stiffness of the 
microgrinding tool has a significant influence on the process signals in microgrinding, 




The major contributions of the dissertation may be summarized as follows.  
 
1.  This study demonstrates the feasibility of force prediction in microgrinding of 
ceramic materials by CZM based FEA. The major challenge for accurate force prediction 
in machining ceramic materials lies in the difficulty to account for the highly nonlinear 
ceramic chip generation process, which involves both ductile flow and micro-level 
fracture. The application of the CZM based FEA not only enables an explicit modeling of 
the micro-level fracture, but also avoids the singularity problem in modeling fracture by 
conventional FEA. In addition, it is identified that the tool stiffness, ceramic-diamond 
contact properties and chip profile model are important for the force prediction accuracy 
in microgrinding.  
 
2.  This study addressed the influence of both ductile flow and surface chipping on the 
surface generation in microgrinding of ceramic materials. The surface chipping profile is 
estimated from the fully-damaged subsurface depth in microgrinding of ceramic materials. 
By developing a hybrid surface generation model, this study demonstrates that the 
surface roughness can be accurately predicted in microgrinding of ceramic materials.  
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3.  By tracking the wear process of individual diamonds on a microgrinding tool, this 
study investigates the diamond wear mechanisms and their life cycle in microgrinding of 
ceramic materials. By inspecting the detail surface texture produced by microgrinding, 
the specific influence of the tool wear mechanism is addressed in this study. In addition, 
it was observed that water based coolant can improve the tool life in microgrinding of 
ceramic materials. The low stiffness of the microgrinding tool has a significant influence 
on the process signals in the tool wear process. 
 
 
5.3 Recommendations for the Future Work 
The dissertation investigated microgrinding of ceramic materials in the force 
modeling and prediction, surface generation and tool wear mechanism study. The 
following topics are recommended for the future work. 
 
 
5.3.1 Modeling of dynamic microgrinding process 
Based on the force modeling and prediction investigated in the previous chapter, it 
is possible to develop a dynamic model for the microgrinding process. By considering the 
vibration effect, this dynamic process model could improve the accuracy in the force 
prediction and surface generation modeling in microgrinding of ceramic materials at high 
depths of cut and feed rates. However, in order to build a dynamic model, it also requires 
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precision characterization of the dynamic response of the microgrinding tool system.  
Conventionally, the dynamics response of a system can be characterized by a 
Transfer Function (TF), which is derived from either finite element analysis (FEA) or 
experimental modal analysis (EMA). EMA usually provides more accurate TF than FEA, 
but it requires impact tests to measure the dynamic response. This is not suitable for a 
microgrinding tool due to its miniature profile. To solve this problem, it is recommended 
the future study to utilize the receptance coupling method to capture the dynamic 
response of a microgrinding tool. This method allows calculation of the resultant dynamic 
response of a system from combined FEA and EMA. The FEA study can be apply to the 
microgrinding tool for its dynamic properties, and impact tests can be applied to the rest 
of the system. With this advantage, the actual response at the microgrinding tool tip can 
be determined, and this allows modeling the microgrinding process from a dynamic 
perspective. 
Moreover, as the metal-bonded grinding tool contains not only bonding materials, 
but also diamond grains and porosities, it is interesting to know how their size, density, 
distribution will affect the tool dynamics and balancing in microgrinding. This study can 
be conducted by numerical simulations as well as experiments through measuring tool 
composition. The findings from this study will improve the design of the microgrinding 
tool for better vibration properties and the desired dynamic response. 
 
 
5.3.2 Study of microgrinding tool dressing by electrical discharge machining 
The dressing process exposes the abrasive grains on the grinding tool by 
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removing the bonding material, and it is critical for the overall tool life and the grinding 
quality. In the past, very few studies have been published in the microgrinding tool 
dressing, and this has hindered the application of microgrinding in industry. In the future 
work, it is recommended to investigate the microgrinding tool dressing by using electrical 
discharge machining for better dressing efficiency and quality. In conventional grinding 
process, electrical discharge machining has proven an effective method to dress the 
metal-bonded grinding tools. As the bonding materials are mainly removed by 
vaporization in high temperature in the electrical discharging, high form accuracy can be 
maintained in this dressing process. This is particular suitable for the microgrinding tool, 
which has a low tool stiffness. However, the high temperature in the electrical discharge 
machining could also cause some thermal effect in the microgrinding tool, such as 
degradation in the abrasive grains or the bonding materials. These thermal effects could 
be more significant in a microgrinding tool due to its small profile. Hence, in the future 
work, it is recommended to study the detail correlations among the electrical discharging 
condition, the grinding performance and the microgrinding tool life for optimal selection 
of the dressing condition. The finding from this study could provide useful guidance in 
applying electrical charge machining in the microgrinding tool dressing.  
 
 
5.3.3 Study of subsurface damage in microgrinding of ceramic materials 
In the previous chapter, the surface generation has been modeled by considering 
the surface chipping in microgrinding of ceramic materials. In addition to the surface 
quality, the strengths of the ground micro-components are also critical in various 
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applications. In grinding of ceramic materials, the strength of the ground components can 
be influenced by the subsurface damage introduced in the grinding process due to the 
micro-level fracture related material removal. Hence, it is necessary to characterize these 
subsurface damages when the ground components are used for high reliability 
applications. By understanding the scale, the level and the mechanism of these subsurface 
damages, it is possible to optimize the microgrinding process to reduce the subsurface 
damage. 
In the future work, it is recommended to use design of experiment method to 
determine the major factors that influence strength of the ground ceramic components in 
the microgrinding. By determining the major factors that affect the strength of the 
ceramic micro-components, detail study can be conducted to inspect the possible crack 
generations inside the workpiece for the degradation mechanism. The findings from this 
study will provide useful guidance in grinding condition selection in ceramic 




















Derivation of Cohesive Zone Based Finite Element Model 
 
In cohesive zone based finite element analysis, the continuum is characterized by 
two constitutive relations: a volumetric constitutive law that relates stress and strain; and 
cohesive constitutive relation between the tractions and displacement jumps across the 
specified set of cohesive surfaces, which are interspersed through the continuum.  
The principle of virtual work for a deformable body can be used for deriving the 
cohesive zone based finite element model. For a finite deformable body, with length of 
dx , volume of dV , under body force f  and traction of AF  and BF , as shown in 
Figure A-1, the net work done by the body force can be calculated by Equation (A-1). 
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By integrating these finite cubes over the whole body, the total virtual work done 
by the surface traction T  and body force f  can be calculated by Equation (A-2). 
 
∫∫∫ ⋅=⋅+⋅ VVS dVfdVuudST σδεδδ    (A-2) 
where uδ  and δε  are virtual displacement and strain 
 
For cohesive zone based finite element model, as shown in Figure A-2, the 
total virtual work can be calculated by considering the displacement jump Δ  across 
the cohesive surface, the stress tensor s  and deformation gradient P  and 
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∂ , BA :  denotes ji
ij BA , and s  is the 
stress tensor, V , extS  and intS  are the volume external surface area and internal 
cohesive surface area and internal cohesive surface area. The density of the material in 




Figure A-2 Free body diagram with cohesive surfaces (Camacho et al., 1996) 
 
 
The traction inside body can be calculated in the reference configuration with 
normal v  based on stress tensor by Equation (A-4). 
 
svT ⋅=      (A-4) 
 
The traction across the cohesive interface can be calculated by the cohesive 
energy φ  and the corresponding displacement jump across the cohesive surface, as 





φT      (A-5) 
 
As the fracture process is a transient process with dynamic nature, transient 
dynamic analysis or the time-history analysis is more suitable for the cohesive zone 
based finite element model for simulating the fracture process. This requires 
calculating the time varying displacements, velocities and accelerations at each time 
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step which can be used to calculate strains, stresses and force in the structure at each 
time step. 
The basic equation for transient dynamic analysis is given by Equation (A-6). 
The transient dynamic analysis here mainly referred to dynamic process in the 
workpiece. The vibration of tool is not considered in this study. 
 
][]][[]][[]][[ FdKvCaM =++     (A-6) 
 
where ][M , ][C , and ][K  is the global mass matrix, global damping matrix and 
global stiffness matrix. ][d , ][v  and ][a  denote the global displacement, velocity 
and acceleration arrays, and ][F  is the time dependent load vector 
 
By writing Equation of (A-3) in an explicit integration form at time t:  
 
int
111 +++ −= n
ext
nn FFMa     (A-7) 
 
where M  is the lumped mass matrix, a  is the global acceleration vector and int1+nF  
is the internal force array arising from the current state of stress, and extnF 1+  is the 
external force array including body force and surface traction. 
 
The explicit second-order accurate central difference scheme can be used to 
discretize Equation (A-7) in time as shown in Equation (A-8). Based on this equation, 
the cohesive zone based finite element model can be used to simulate the dynamic 
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where d , v  and a  denote the displacement, velocity and acceleration arrays, and 
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